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A. INTRODUCTION
GridSolar, LLC, is a Maine company established for the purposes of ensuring the
reliability of Maine’s and the region’s electrical transmission and distribution grid through
the use of Non-Transmission Alternatives (“NTA”) and Smart Grid technologies.
GridSolar was an active participant in Commission Docket No. 2008-255 (the Maine
Power Reliability Program, or MPRP). Based on the record provided by GridSolar in the
MPRP, the Commission Staff determined that GridSolar had made a prima facie case
that a smart grid NTA “is feasible and potentially beneficial.” (MPRP, Examiners Report,
at 122.) As a result, the Examiners Report recommended consideration of “NTAs
(including ‘smart grid’ capabilities such as those included in the Grid Solar proposal) to
address reliability issues the Portland/South Portland and Mid-coast areas that give rise
to the following MPRP components and/or routes: South Portland Loop; Mid-coast
Loop; Raven Farm substation.” (MPRP, Examiners Report, at 123.)
The Agreement entered into by the Stipulating Parties in Docket No. 2008-255
set forth an agreed upon process by which GridSolar would work in conjunction with
Central Maine Power (CMP) to develop a Smart Grid Plan, including various Pilot
Projects and related activities, for presentation to the Commission for its review and
approval in early 2011. The Stipulating Parties have agreed that GridSolar will be the
recommended Smart Grid Energy Services Operator under such plan. (MPRP, Order
Approving Stipulation, at 2).
The current docket is very closely related to the MPRP docket and investigates
whether it is in the public interest to have a smart electric grid in
Maine and establish one or more smart grid coordinators for the state. Accordingly,
GridSolar will rely upon information generated in the MPRP docket and respectfully
requests to incorporate by reference its filings in the MPRP case.1 Additionally,
GridSolar hereby provides the following responses to the Final Outline set forth by the
Hearing Examiner’s Procedural Order issued on October 27, 2010. Before responding
directly to each of the items on the outline, however, we believe it is useful to provide a
context for the general discussion of “Smart Electric Grids” to serve as a possible point
of common understanding and agreement.

1

For ease of access of all parties, redacted copies of the GridSolar filings in Docket
2008-255 have been made available online at http://www.gridsolar.com/Project.html.
The incorporated filings include GridSolar’s Petition (January 28, 2009); Supplemental
Petition (Sept. 8, 2009); Second Supplemental Petition (October 27, 2009); Surrebuttal
Filing (Feb. 2, 2010); Surrebuttal Filing Attachments (Feb 2, 2010); ReVision Energy
Surrebuttal Testimony (Feb. 2, 2010), as well as relevant transcripts.
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B. SMART ELECTRIC GRIDS – A CONTEXT
The last three years have seen growing attention and discussions regarding
something referred to as the Smart Electric Grid. At the heart of these discussions is
the notion that the future electric grid will be both quantitatively and qualitatively different
and better than the nation’s current grid infrastructure. This new “smart” electric grid
encompasses, combines and integrates different technologies, functionalities and
performance metrics that enable operators of the grid to improve their diagnostic
capabilities with respect to the operation and maintenance of the grid; that create
efficiencies that reduce the costs of constructing transmission and distribution systems
to meet new load; that enable intermittent renewable generation to interconnect to the
grid and provide energy without creating instabilities that could reduce grid reliability;
that permit consumers of electricity to respond to dynamic price signals by reducing
electric load, shifting usage to lower price hours and storing electricity for later release
and use; and that enable grid operators to dispatch a broader array of both generation
and loads to maintain grid reliability.
In this section, we review the legislative underpinnings of the Smart Electric Grid
at both the federal and state level and combine these legislative efforts into a working
definition of a Smart Electric Grid. It is this working definition that we propose as a
context for this Commission Investigation.
1. FEDERAL LAW
TITLE XIII of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 establishes
federal policy with respect to Smart Electric Grids. Specifically, Section 1301 states that
“It is the policy of the United States to support the modernization of the Nation’s
electricity transmission and distribution system to maintain a reliable and secure
electricity infrastructure that can meet future demand growth …” This section then
defines a Smart Electric Grid by certain key characteristics, as follows:
(1) Increased use of digital information and controls technology to improve
reliability, security, and efficiency of the electric grid.
(2) Dynamic optimization of grid operations and resources, with full cybersecurity.
(3) Deployment and integration of distributed resources and generation,
including renewable resources.
(4) Development and incorporation of demand response, demand-side
resources, and energy-efficiency resources.
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(5) Deployment of ‘‘smart’’ technologies (real-time, automated, interactive
technologies that optimize the physical operation of appliances and
consumer devices) for metering, communications concerning grid
operations and status, and distribution automation.
(6) Integration of ‘‘smart’’ appliances and consumer devices.
(7) Deployment and integration of advanced electricity storage and peakshaving technologies, including plug-in electric and hybrid electric
vehicles, and thermal-storage air conditioning.
(8) Provision to consumers of timely information and control options.
(9) Development of standards for communication and interoperability of
appliances and equipment connected to the electric grid, including the
infrastructure serving the grid.
(10) Identification and lowering of unreasonable or unnecessary barriers to
adoption of smart grid technologies, practices, and services.
42 U.S.C. § 17381. Section 1306(d) of EISA further sets forth a list of “Smart Grid
Functions” that have been subsequently adopted in Maine law as noted below. These
Smart Grid Functions are:
(1)
The ability to develop, store, send and receive digital information
concerning electricity use, costs, prices, time of use, nature of use,
storage, or other information relevant to device, grid, or utility operations,
to or from or by means of the electric utility system, through one or a
combination of devices and technologies.
(2)
The ability to develop, store, send and receive digital information
concerning electricity use, costs, prices, time of use, nature of use,
storage, or other information relevant to device, grid, or utility operations to
or from a computer or other control device.
(3)
The ability to measure or monitor electricity use as a function of
time of day, power quality characteristics such as voltage level, current,
cycles per second, or source or type of generation and to store,
synthesize or report that information by digital means.
(4)
The ability to sense and localize disruptions or changes in power
flows on the grid and communicate such information instantaneously and
automatically for purposes of enabling automatic protective responses to
sustain reliability and security of grid operations.
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(5)
The ability to detect, prevent, communicate with regard to, respond
to, or recover from system security threats, including cyber-security
threats and terrorism, using digital information, media, and devices.
(6)
The ability of any appliance or machine to respond to such signals,
measurements, or communications automatically or in a manner
programmed by its owner or operator without independent human
intervention.
(7)
The ability to use digital information to operate functionalities on the
electric utility grid that were previously electro-mechanical or manual.
(8)
The ability to use digital controls to manage and modify electricity
demand, enable congestion management, assist in voltage control,
provide operating reserves, and provide frequency regulation.
(9)
Such other functions as the Secretary may identify as being
necessary or useful to the operation of a Smart Grid.
42 U.S.C. § 17386(d).
2. MAINE LAW
The Maine legislature enacted a Smart Grid Act in 2010.2 This law set forth a
definition of a “Smart Grid” as “the integration of information and communications
innovations and infrastructure with the electric system to enhance the efficiency,
reliability and functioning of the system through smart grid functions.” 35-A M.R.S.A §
3143(1).3
The legislature found that Maine “… currently lacks a comprehensive smart grid
policy but faces critical decisions regarding the implementation of smart grid functions
and associated infrastructure, technology and applications” and that “ … It is vital that a
smart grid policy be developed in order to ensure that all ratepayers and the State as a

2

PUBLIC Law, Chapter 539 LD 1535, item 1, 124th Maine State Legislature, An Act To
Create a Smart Grid Policy in the State.
3 The Maine Legislature defined smart grid functions to match federal law. See 35-A
M.R.S.A § 3143 (3) (“ ‘Smart grid functions’ means those functions that advance the
policy of the United States as specified in the federal Energy Independence and
Security Act of 2007, Public Law 110-140, Section 1301, including functions that enable
consumers to access information about and to manage and adjust their electricity
consumption or to generate and store electricity and functions specified in Section
1306(d) of that Act.”).
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whole are afforded the benefits of smart grid functions and associated infrastructure,
technology and applications.” 35-A M.R.S.A §§ 3143(2)(D)-(E).
To advance development of a smarter grid and secure the benefits of smart grid
functions for ratepayers, the Legislature established the following Smart Grid Policy and
Goals:
In order to improve the overall reliability and efficiency of the electric
system, reduce ratepayers' costs in a way that improves the overall
efficiency of electric energy resources, reduce and better manage energy
consumption and reduce greenhouse gas emissions, it is the policy of the
State to promote in a timely and responsible manner, with consideration of
all relevant factors, the development, implementation, availability and use
of smart grid functions and associated infrastructure, technology and
applications in the State through:
A. Increased use of digital information and control technology to
improve the reliability, security and efficiency of the electric system;
B. Deployment and integration into the electric system of renewable
capacity resources, as defined in section 3210-C, subsection 1,
paragraph E, that are interconnected to the electric grid at a voltage
level less than 69 kilovolts;
C. Deployment and integration into the electric system of demand
response technologies, demand-side resources and energy-efficiency
resources;
D. Deployment of smart grid technologies, including real-time,
automated, interactive technologies that optimize the physical
operation of energy-consuming appliances and devices, for purposes
of metering, communications concerning grid operation and status
and distribution system operations;
E. Deployment and integration into the electric system of advanced
electric storage and peak-reduction technologies, including plug-in
electric and hybrid electric vehicles;
F. Provision to consumers of timely energy consumption information
and control options; and
G. Identification and elimination of barriers to adoption of smart grid
functions and associated infrastructure, technology and applications.
It is the policy of the State to promote the development, implementation,
availability and use of smart grid functions in accordance with this
subsection in a manner that is consistent with applicable standards for
reliability, safety, security and privacy and that takes into account the
implementation of smart grid functions in other jurisdictions.
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35-A MRSA § 3143 (3).
3. SMART ELECTRIC GRID – WORKING DEFINITION
We have undertaken a general review of the literature on Smart Electric Grids to
obtain a clear statement of what a Smart Electric Grid is, what components constitute a
Smart Electric Grid, what functions a Smart Electric Grid performs, and what standards
are incorporated into the definition and operation of a Smart Electric Grid. Not
surprisingly, there are as many thoughts on this topic as there are articles written. From
these and from both federal and state law, we have put together the following working
definition of a Smart Electric Grid:
A Smart Electric Grid is an electric delivery infrastructure that integrates advances in
communication, computing and electronics to meet the energy needs of the electric
consumers and in the process transforms the way energy is delivered. The Smart
Electric Grid is the application of digital information technology to optimize the power
system with intelligent two-way distributed devices for monitoring and control of the
electric network from the power plant to the consumer.
The specific characteristics of the Smart Electric Grid are:
A.

Increased use of digital information and controls technology to improve
reliability, security and efficiency of the electric grid;

B.

Deployment and integration of distributed renewable capacity resources;

C.

Deployment and incorporation of demand response, demand-side
resources, and energy-efficiency resources;

D.

Deployment of smart technologies, including real-time, automated,
interactive technologies that optimize the physical operation of appliances
and consumer devices) for metering, communications concerning grid
operations and status and distribution automation;

E.

Deployment and integration of smart appliances and consumer devices,
advanced electric storage and peak-shaving technologies, including plugin electric and hybrid electric vehicles;

F.

Provision to consumers of timely information and control options; and

G.

Identification and elimination of barriers to adoption of smart grid
technologies, practices and services.

The Smart Electric Grid incorporates standards for communications and interoperability
across all components of the electric grid into a network of interactive and fully
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integrated supply-side and demand-side energy resources that embody full cybersecurity technologies.
These characteristics of the Smart Electric Grid combine to provide a number of
benefits related to the oversight, management and customer use of the electric grid,
including:
•

Efficiency – The Smart Electric Grid allows more power to flow through and
across existing systems requiring less new infrastructure and less money to
operate and maintain the grid.

•

Security – The Smart Electric Grid provides security against attack and natural
disaster. This functionality is built in from the ground up in and enables the grid
to self-heal by detecting and responding to routine problems and recovering
quickly, minimizing downtime and financial losses.

•

Quality – The Smart Electric Grid delivers improved power quality, essential for
the digital economy, that is free of voltage sags, spikes, disturbances and
interruptions.

•

Technology Neutrality – The Smart Electric Grid enables “plug and play”
interconnection to practically all sources of power, including distributed
renewable resources and energy storage devices, as well as all types of
electrical equipment that draws power off the grid, including industrial machinery,
commercial air conditioning, electric vehicles and residential appliances.

•

Customer Participation – The Smart Electric Grid supports and encourages the
active participation of all consumers by making electricity prices transparent and
by providing consumers the ability to choose electricity products and pricing
structures that best suit their needs. Under the Smart Electric Grid, customers,
which have always been viewed as the “problem” whose needs have to be met,
will become a part of the solution.

Among the more important functions that the Smart Electric Grid will facilitate are:
•

Emergency Response – A Smart Electric Grid provides advanced analysis to
predict problems before they occur and to assess problems more accurately and
more rapidly as they develop. This enables grid operators to take preventative
steps to minimize impacts and to respond to problems more effectively.

•

Grid Restoration – A Smart Electric Grid enables service to be restored faster
and at lower cost following any outage, as better information from control and
communications tools and diagnostic systems becomes available to assist
operators and field personnel.
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•

System Planning – Grid planners must analyze projected electricity demand
and supply to guide decisions about what infrastructure to build and when and
where to build it. The Smart Electric Grid provides planners with heretofore
unavailable data and information about how the electric grid is functioning across
a wide variety of actual scenarios.

•

Resource Optimization – A Smart Electric Grid provides advanced tools to
understand conditions, evaluate options and exert a wide range of control actions
to optimize grid performance from reliability, environmental, efficiency and cost
perspectives. The Smart Electric Grid brings all forms of resources, including
transmission, distributed generation, load response, storage, and energy
efficiency, to all problems to ensure that an optimal solution is developed.

•

Routine Operations – With a Smart Electric Grid, operators are kept abreast of
current conditions on the grid so that they can manage power flows through
dispatching distributed generation or calling on load to curtail operations. Grid
operators will depend on the help of advanced visualization and controls tools,
fast simulations and decision support capabilities. The Smart Electric Grid will
permit certain grid operations to be fully automated to enable decisions need to
be made faster than is possible by operators.

The distinguishing features of the Smart Grid, as compared to today’s electric grid are
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Source: The Smart Grid: An Introduction, prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy
by Litos Strategic Communications, 2009.

At the heart of the Smart Electric Grid is information – information about how much
electricity is being used at any instant, provided by which source of generation supply,
being used by which consumers, and delivered over which electric circuits on the grid.
Without this type of information, the electric grid is not “smart”. Today, system
operators lack the information necessary to evaluate in real time when and where load
will strain the system and lead to reliability problems; consumers lack the ability to
determine when it is most cost effective to use electricity; generation developers lack
the information necessary to determine where new generation should be built to provide
reliability benefits to the grid; new market participants lack the ability to efficiently
provide and locate demand resources, storage and distributed generation; and field
personnel are unable to determine quickly and accurately what is causing a problem on
the grid, where problems on the grid are located and how extensive the problems are.
The U.S. Department of Energy identifies five technologies that will drive the Smart
Grid.4 These are:

4

The Smart Grid: An Introduction, prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy by Litos
Strategic Communication, 2009.
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•

Integrated Communications, connecting components to open architecture for
real-time information and control, allowing every part of the grid to ‘talk’ and
‘listen;’

•

Sensing and Measurement Technologies, to support faster and more accurate
response such as remote monitoring, time-of-use pricing and demand-side
management;

•

Advanced Components, to apply the latest research in superconductivity,
storage, power electronics and diagnostics;

•

Advanced Control Methods, to monitor essential components, enabling rapid
diagnosis and precise solutions appropriate to any event; and

•

Improved Interfaces and Decision Support, to amplify human decision-making,
transforming grid operations and managers quite literally into visionaries when it
comes to seeing into their systems.

C. RESPONSES TO THE FINAL OUTLINE
With the above context and general definition of the Smart Electric Grid, we now
turn our attention to responding to those sections of the Hearing Examiner’s Final
Outline where we believe we have useful information to provide.
For ease of understanding, the Hearing Examiner’s outline questions are posed
in Bold type, and GridSolar’s responses are provided in normal type.
I.

Bulk and PTF Power System
A.

Existing smart grid systems
1.

Describe each smart technology and system and its intended
function in terms of reliability and/or efficiency of system
design and/or operation.

2.

How does each item listed above achieve its intended purpose
as a physical/technical matter? How does it operate, and what
specific physical effect does it have on the bulk power
system? How can it work to reduce ratepayers’ costs?

3.

Ownership and operation – describe how each item or system
is owned and operated, including roles of ISO and TOs.
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The Bulk Power System, also referred to as the Bulk Electric System (BES), in Maine
consists of 345kV and 115 kV lines, substations, and equipment that span from the
borders with New Brunswick, Canada to New Hampshire.5 This equipment is owned by
various companies: Central Maine Power Company (CMP), Maine Electric Power
Company (MEPCO), Bangor Hydro Electric Company (BHE), and the Chester SVC
Partnership.
BES facilities in Maine are monitored and operated from the Maine Local Control Center
(MLCC), located in CMP’s General Office in Augusta. CMP serves as the NERC
Registered Transmission Operator, and the CMP Dispatch & Energy Control Center
Department operates the MLCC under the supervision and direction of the Independent
System Operator – New England (ISO-NE), which is the registered NERC Reliability
Coordinator, Balancing Authority, Transmission Operator, and Regional Transmission
Organization for the New England Control Area.
The grid components of the BES consist of 345 kV and 115 kV lines, breakers,
disconnect switches, transformers, protection relays and Special Protection Systems
including communication paths, transducers and metering, and telemetry. The MLCC
includes seven 345 kV substations, six 345 kV to 115 kV transformers, and sixty-eight
115 kV substations.
The BES has remote monitoring, reporting and control systems in place, i.e., it is
already smart grid capable. Each Maine BES substation is equipped with Supervisory,
Control, and Data Acquisition (SCADA), which is managed via the MLCC Energy
Management System (EMS). The EMS also provides advanced applications such as
Power Flow, State Estimator, and Transmission Security Management. Information is
shared with ISO-NE and its five other Local Control Centers via the Inter-Control Center
Protocol (ICCP) Link. This dedicated frame relay communication path is redundant and
allows each Local Control Center to see the conditions of the BES elsewhere in the
ISO-NE region. The data for all control centers meets the requirements of ISO-NE OP
18, Metering and Telemetering Criteria. The data consists of: MW, MVAR, MWh,
Voltage, breaker status, tap positions of 345 kV autotransformers, SVC status, SPS
status, and frequency.
The MLCC EMS uses the Conitel and Distributed Network Protocol (DNP3) protocols to
send commands to and receive data from its substation Remote Terminal Units (RTUs).
The RTUs communicate with the equipment (meters, relays, breakers) in each
substation.
B.
Required future technology and/or operational changes, e.g., by
NERC – describe requirements, how they will be met, and expected timing.
5

Our response to this section is based in large part on our understanding of the BES
System from information provided by CMP.
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Future technology being researched and developed for use on the Bulk Electric System
includes synchrophasor measurements and the use of phasor data for planning and
operational system analyses. Also, dynamic line ratings using direct line parameter
measurements are being investigated. Implementation schedules will be developed as
these technologies are approved for use. Costs are difficult to determine at this time,
however some costs may be eligible for grants from the Department of Energy and
other sources.
C.
Identify additional smart grid technologies and/or systems that
would further: (1) improve the reliability and efficiency of the bulk power system;
(2) better manage energy consumption; (3) reduce greenhouse gases; or (4) serve
to reduce consumer costs.
1.

Describe the technology and/or system, what it does and how
it does it as a physical matter.

2.

Describe its status in terms of commercial availability and
commercial viability, including description of other regions
where technology or system is currently in place or planned.

3.

Describe the planning/decision making process by which the
technology and/or system would be considered.

As a general matter, most of the recommended technologies and system upgrades to
make the grid smarter are needed on the local T&D system, at generation facilities, at
the meter, and in consumer premises. These needs are outlined in our responses to
the sections below. While smart grid software (diagnostic, management, and response)
will be continuously upgraded on the BES, we are not aware of any additional smart grid
equipment that is currently planned for the BES level of the grid to improve reliability
and efficiency, better manage energy consumption, reduce greenhouse gases or serve
to reduce consumer costs, beyond those described elsewhere in this document.
Nonetheless, smart grid benefits achieved elsewhere on the grid will also reduce
congestion, improve reliability, and lower costs on the BES level. In order to maximize
this potential, all data available to the MLCC should flow to the Smart Grid Coordinator
as well. Over time it is also likely that additional investments in the BES system will
become necessary as distributed generation resources and/or renewable energy
resources increase as a percentage of total generation resources interconnected to the
BES system. Further, as additional smart grid technologies are implemented in other
components of the grid, additional investments may be necessary in the BES system
(and in regional dispatch and monitoring operations) in order to maximize the
usefulness of these technologies and resources in providing the full range of benefits
they can offer the grid.
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Maine Local T&D System (non PTF transmission; subtransmission;
distribution; customer meter)

The Maine Local T&D System contains the entire remaining electric grid that is not BES.
As in the prior section, we have some information provided to us by CMP regarding
smart grid needs on its system and have relied on this information in developing our
response. We have no comparable information available to us regarding Maine’s other
IOU, Municipal Utility, and Co-op T&D systems.
A.
Existing smart grid systems (including systems currently being
deployed)
1.

Describe each smart technology and system and its intended
function in terms of reliability and/or efficiency of system
design and/or operation. Include all smart devices and
systems connected at (or that affect) the non-PTF
transmission level; the sub-transmission level; the distribution
level; the customer meter.
Include SCADA; Geographic
Information System (GIS); AMI and related systems.

2.

How does each item listed above achieve its intended function
as a technical/physical matter? How does it operate, and what
is its effect on the system? How can it work to reduce
ratepayers’ costs?

3.

Describe how each item or system is owned and operated.
Address operation and coordination within the T&D service
area; among T&D utilities in Maine; with telecommunications
and/or information technology service providers; and with the
ISO or other regional entities.

Non PTF Transmission
Non-BES 115 kV and above circuits and related grid components are typically radial
load feeding sections that do not have generation meeting the 25 MW/unit or 75
MW/station criteria that triggers ISO-NE jurisdiction. We understand that the CMP grid
has 31 transmission to distribution transformers inside 28 substations on this system.
We are not aware of comparable figures for other utilities.
Most of the CMP substations have full or partial SCADA capabilities linked to the MLCC
energy management system. Currently, 20 of these CMP substations have SCADA, five
have partial SCADA, and three are without any SCADA capabilities. CMP has
recommended adding full SCADA capability to all substations. CMP has not proposed
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an implementation schedule and estimates the cost to be $200,000 to $1,000,000 per
substation, depending on the size and scope of each upgrade. This is an area,
however, where rapid technological advances, new equipment and software, and new
standards and protocols may make upgrades possible at less cost. These new data
collection and processing technologies should be fully explored.
Subtransmission
CMP’s 34.5 kV Subtransmission System contains similar types of equipment as
described above, including 181 substations. (As with the non-BES systems, we are not
aware of the comparable figures for other utilities.) The subtransmission system is fed
from several generators and seventy-one 115 kV transformers. There are 216
subtransmission to distribution voltage transformers. Many of CMP’s subtransmission
substations have Voltage Reduction capability provided through three different systems.
This voltage reduction capability is required and meets the requirements of ISO-NE OP
13, Standards for Voltage Reduction and Load Shed Capability.
Many of the CMP’s subtransmission substations also have underfrequency load shed
capability which meet the requirements of NPCC Directory 2, Emergency Operations
and Directory 12, Underfrequency Load shedding Program Requirements as well as
ISO-NE OP 13, Standards for Voltage Reduction and Load Shed Capability.
CMP’s subtransmission system has partial SCADA capability. Currently, 41 of the 181
subtransmission substations are equipped with SCADA, 46 have partial SCADA and 94
are without any SCADA. CMP has recommended adding full SCADA capability to all
substations. CMP has not proposed an implementation schedule and estimates the
cost to be $200,000 to $ 1,000,000 per substation depending on the size and scope of
each upgrade. This is an area, however, where rapid technological advances, new
equipment and software, and new standards and protocols may make possible
upgrades at less cost. These new data collection and processing technologies should
be fully explored.
Distribution System
CMP’s Distribution System consists of thousands of miles of lines, poles, voltage
regulators, fuses, reactive resources, transformers, and independently operated
generators. The Distribution System includes several distribution class voltages
including 19.9 kV, 12 kV, 11 kV, and 4 kV. Currently, there is minimal remote
monitoring of the Distribution System, and we are not aware of any proposals to install
equipment that will monitor directly the distribution lines and substations as part of a
smart grid system.
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Customer Meter
CMP has recently begun a two-year process of converting all of its customers to
wireless advanced meter infrastructure (AMI) based upon a recent DOE grant; we
understand that BHE has installed AMI for virtually all of its customers. We are not
aware of any AMI initiatives for other utilities.
Advanced metering infrastructure refers to state-of-the-art electronic/digital hardware
and software that combines interval data measurement and processing with
continuously available two-way communications. AMI systems enable measurement of
detailed, time-based information about energy use and frequent transmittal of such
information to data management and analysis systems for use by various parties. AMI
also enables dynamic pricing tariffs, and will give all consumers the ability to receive
signals at the meter in order to participate in demand response programs or otherwise
respond to electricity prices. (See discussion of end-use programs in Section IV, below.)
The utility-side benefits of AMI include reduction in meter reads and associated
management and administrative support costs, increased meter reading accuracy,
improved utility asset management, easier energy theft detection, and better/faster
outage management. Customer service benefits include early detection of meter
failures, faster service restoration, flexible billing cycles, the ability to provide time-based
rate options to customers and to create customer energy profiles for targeting energy
efficiency/demand response programs. Financial benefits accrue to the utility from
reduction in meter reading cost, reduced equipment and equipment maintenance costs,
reduced support expenses, faster restoration and shorter outages, and improvements in
inventory management.
B.
Required future technology and/or operational changes, e.g., by
NERC. Describe requirements, how they will be met, and expected timing.
Development of standards that will govern the smart grid and its various components is
ongoing and highly dynamic. Some initial standards and criteria are already in place,
and various government and industry bodies are working from that platform to develop a
wide variety of advanced and more specific standards. A review of this process and
existing standards is appended to this document as Attachment 1. One of the primary
tasks of a Smart Grid Coordinator will be to monitor the development and approval of
such standards to ensure that all smart grid activities in the state comply with all existing
standards and legal requirements, and that all new smart grid investments are
compatible with expected future standards and requirements.
C.
Identify additional smart grid technologies and/or systems that
would further: (1) improve the reliability and efficiency of the electric system; (2)
better manage energy consumption; (3) reduce greenhouse gases; or (4) serve to
reduce consumer costs.
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1.

Describe the technology and/or system, what it does and how
it does it as a physical matter.

2.

Describe status in terms of commercial availability and
commercial viability, including description of other regions
where technology or system is currently in place or planned.

3.

Describe the planning/decision making process by which
technology and/or system would be considered.

4.

Describe operational and/or institutional changes, e.g., smart
grid coordinator, that would enhance the value of the
technology or system. In particular, describe the specific
roles of a smart grid coordinator in planning and operating the
systems in Maine. How would coordination with other system
operators, e.g., ISO, be assured? What would a smart grid
coordinator’s status be with respect to FERC, NERC or other
federal jurisdiction? State jurisdiction? Identify strengths and
weaknesses of having a smart grid coordinator perform these
functions rather than the utilities and/or ISO.
Identify
additional costs that would be caused by having the functions
performed by a smart grid coordinator.

To make the local T&D system “smart” the following upgrades are needed:
Completion of the Smart Grid Data Collection and Communications Platform: As noted
in Section II.A above, additional monitoring, metering and communications equipment
and technologies need to be deployed throughout the local T&D systems in Maine to
enable a smarter grid. On the CMP system these include:
•

Adding full SCADA capability to the non-PTF transmission system: Of the 20
affected CMP substations, 5 have partial SCADA, and 3 are without any form of
SCADA.

•

Adding full SCADA capability to the subtransmission system: Of CMP’s 181
substations on the 34.5 kV subtransmission system, 46 have partial SCADA and
94 are without any form of SCADA.

•

Finishing full buildout of AMI: As also noted above, installation of AMI is
underway in all of CMP’s service territory. Additionally, intelligent distribution
devices (smart appliances, smart thermostats, etc.), containing microprocessor
controls compatible with AMI are being developed and marketed by third parties.
These smart devices will later be integrated with AMI-based communication and
control systems to provide automated demand response services.
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Line Monitoring: There are a variety of devices available on the market today that can
provide real-time monitoring of certain parameters on electric circuits. These devices
can be attached to individual electric circuits and designed to provide real-time feeds to
a central network operations center. Key parameters that are typically measured
include voltage, current, temperature and line sag. One example of this type of device
is GridSense’s LineTracker system, which uses DNP3 protocol and is SCADA ready but
also provides feedback for workers in the field. (See Attachment 2.)
Information provided by grid monitoring devices can be used for a variety of purposes,
including grid diagnostics, preventative maintenance, outage notification and response,
and investment deferral. This last item is the central purpose of the GridSolar Project
reviewed in the MPRP docket, which proposed to use real-time information about circuit
conditions to dispatch distributed generation resources (including demand response) to
relieve loads on specific circuits, as actual conditions on these circuits approach critical
levels. With this in mind, the priority for line monitoring systems would be placement on
those congested circuits and subregions with the greatest potential for cost effective
NTA solutions; however, eventually under full buildout of the smart grid all circuits on
the non-PTF and subtransmission system would be monitored.
Establish a Smart Grid Operations Control Center: To activate the smart grid, a control
center will be required to process, analyze, store and react to data received from the
grid. Physically, the control center will be comprised of computers, software, and
communications and control equipment and can be operated as part of the MLCC or
housed separately, or both. Staffing will be provided both by utilities and a Smart Grid
Coordinator, if one is designated.
Operationally, the Smart Grid Control Center (SGCC) will be the heart of the new smart
grid and will have three basic functions: First, its primary job will be to monitor electrical
conditions on the grid and respond to potential problems using prescribed NTA
solutions to relieve electrical loadings on threatened circuits. Second, it will be
responsible for processing of information collected about the grid in order to develop
and recommend to the Commission NTA solutions that will improve the reliability and
efficiency of the electric system; better manage energy consumption; reduce
greenhouse gases; and/or reduce consumer costs. Third, it will provide information
about the grid to third-parties who can use this information to develop distributed
generation resources, demand-response, geo-targeted energy efficiency and other
solutions to meet actual and anticipated grid reliability problems. This third obligation
includes a public education and information function that is currently lacking in the utility
sector today.
Recommendations as to specific SGCC software, technologies, or systems are beyond
the scope of this early stage proceeding, but the general operational needs and
programs are well understood. Potential smart grid actions to improve the performance
of existing utility and generator infrastructure (utility side operations) are quite significant
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and are described below. Potential operational changes involving consumers, energy
service providers and new market participants (third party operations) are described in
Sections III and IV.
Utility Side Smart Grid Operations: Utilities, existing generators and the Smart Grid
Coordinator will be able to achieve many operational improvements to the current grid
infrastructure using the smart grid’s real-time data and communication abilities. These
potential utility-side benefits include:
•

Optimizing asset utilization and efficient operation: With real-time data made
possible by Smart Grid technologies, utilities and generators will be able to more
effectively utilize existing assets under normal and adverse conditions. This will
improve efficiency and lower operating costs, reduce failure-related maintenance
and outage costs, extend the service life of some assets, and reduce or delay the
need to invest in new infrastructure.

•

Enhancing reliability: Communications and control technologies applied to the
grid will be able to isolate faults and allow more rapid restoration of service.
Advanced decision-support systems will “know” when there is the need to quickly
reduce load and respond autonomously to adverse conditions. A smarter grid will
also be able to “call for help,” enlisting support from third party distributed energy
and demand resources to balance system needs and minimize and heal
disturbances. In combination, such functionality will strengthen the transmission
and distribution system, increase operational flexibility and reduce the risk of
outages.

•

Reducing widespread outages: The Smart Grid’s improved interfaces and
decision-support tools will enable system operators at all levels to monitor the
status of the entire grid at a glance, detecting threats and identifying, relieving
and/or replacing failing equipment even before a breakdown can occur. In some
cases, power-stabilization software will be able to address an event and “selfheal” faster than humans can react, preventing local outages from cascading
through the system.

•

Improving power quality: Power quality events – dips in voltage lasting less than
100 milliseconds – can have the same effect on an industrial and data processes
as an outage that lasts minutes. A single such event can cost commercial
facilities such as banks and data centers millions of dollars. This issue is
becoming ever more important, based on growing use of digital equipment that is
far more sensitive than analog equipment and requires tighter tolerances for
voltage and frequency fluctuation. Transmission-side smart grid components
(monitoring, storage, backup generation, dynamic islanding, etc.) can reduce
voltage sags and swells. When distribution level alternatives become available,
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disturbed sources can be removed and replaced with clean backup power
supplies.6
•

Improving Security and Reducing Vulnerability: The Smart Grid’s integrated
communications infrastructure will provide detection and mitigation of both cyber
and physical threats, as well as severe weather events. The smart grid’s ability to
support a wider variety of generation options also reduces the effects of an attack
or failure at any one point on the system. Indeed, its strength is in the increased
diversity it offers the grid. For example, a diversity of distributed energy
resources offers grid operators a variety of options in response to a natural or
man-made emergency.

•

Improving safety: Reduced outages and better preventative maintenance will
result in safer working conditions for linemen. It is far safer, easier, and cheaper
to service equipment routinely than during an outage event.

Planning, Operations, and Coordination: The roles of the utility, ISO-NE, retail
suppliers, ESCOs, Efficiency Maine and the Smart Grid Coordinator will differ with
respect to each technology. Questions regarding these issues are more fully addressed
in Sections IV.B and C.
In general, ownership, management and control of smart grid equipment will follow the
current organization of the grid. Thus, all monitoring devices installed on the electric
grid should be owned and operated by the incumbent electric utility, which should
provide real-time access to the information reported by these devices to the Smart Grid
Coordinator. The utility should have primary responsibility for constructing and
maintaining all aspects of the electric grid, including the entire distribution system. It
should Smart Grid Coordinator of these activities. In addition, the utility should have
primary responsibility for planning upgrades, expansions and routine maintenance

6

Customers that require very high levels of electric reliability are opting to install
technologies and equipment on their own side of the meter to enable them to “ride
through” disturbances on the grid. For example the Markley Data and Communications
Center in Boston has installed 9.7 MW of uninterruptable power supplies (batteries,
flywheels) in an N+1 configuration and 18 MW of on-site generation. (See Attachment
4.) This allows the center, which houses 40 separate data and communications firms,
to address virtually any problem that may arise on any part of the grid – the BES
System, the high voltage, non-PTF and transmission grid, the local distribution grid and
the “last-mile” (to borrow a term from the telecommunications industry). As a general
rule, these technologies and equipment provide only private benefits to the customers.
A Smart Grid Coordinator can work with the customers to extend the use of these
technologies and equipment to respond in advance of grid failures, thereby providing a
broader public benefit.
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requirements to the grid that involve traditional transmission components such as poles,
wires, transformers, substations, and capacitor banks.
In terms of managing the smart grid and the Smart Grid Control Center (“SGCC”), we
believe a new entity must be established, the Smart Grid Coordinator. This is because
in order to design and recommend to the Commission optimum solutions to grid
reliability issues, the SGCC staff must be independent of any incumbent entities that
have vested interests in current grid infrastructure. Perhaps more importantly, they
should also be specifically incentivized to design reliability solutions that produce the
greatest energy savings at lowest cost, and which reduce energy use and emissions.
Relative to the grid we have now, transformation to a smarter grid will lead to
enhancements that will affect every aspect of electricity generation, delivery and
consumption. While these changes will improve the economics for ratepayers and
reduce energy consumption and emissions, they may not always result in the maximum
financial returns that incumbent utilities seek for their shareholders. Thus, it is critical to
have a fully independent entity responsible for operating the SGCC and for developing
NTA solutions.

III.

Generation Resources

A.
Describe existing smart grid technologies and systems in place on
the bulk, PTF and local T&D systems to monitor, control or otherwise enhance
the efficient siting and dispatch of generation resources within Maine and the
region.
Siting: Currently, neither ISO-NE nor any utilities have any system in place that provides
direct or indirect incentives or guidance to generation resource developers to site
generation to improve the efficiency or reliability of the grid.7 Although ISO-NE has
detailed information about the BES system, it is not using that information to induce
generation-based reliability benefits: there are no rules or incentives in place that
provide financial or other incentives to locate generation resources in certain areas
rather than others. The Locational Installed Capacity (LICAP) system was originally
designed to provide a financial signal to generators to locate generation within
transmission constrained areas, however, LICAP has since been abandoned in favor of
the Forward Capacity Market (FCM). The FCM has retained a small incentive
component in the form of forward price divergence within electrical regions of New
England. Even this component, however, is being dismantled by the “need” to bring
7

In the MPRP case, ISO-NE did indicate that it implemented a so-called “Gap RFP”
when transmission projects to address grid reliability problems were delayed by
permitting considerations in Southwestern Connecticut. This process explicitly sought
generation resources in a specific geographic area as an temporary, stop-gap
alternative to transmission build-outs.
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location-constrained generation such as wind to market through transmission projects to
relieve such constraints – e.g., Section 241 proposed by CMP in Docket 2010-180.
In short, as we learned in the MPRP case and as has been made painfully clear through
the billions of dollars of transmission reliability projects funded or in the queue at ISONE, there is no mechanism through which generators are provided price signals to
locate in such a way as to avoid the need for transmission upgrades. A Smart Grid
Coordinator will serve to highlight this omission through its responsibility to develop and
present non-transmission alternatives to the Commission for consideration alongside
transmission solutions presented by the utilities.
Dispatch: The current dispatch system can implement limited generation-based
solutions to peak transmission constraints, but only on the BES system. ISO-NE’s
generation dispatch system is designed to meet two primary goals. The first – or
economic dispatch – is to minimize the total costs of meeting the region’s electrical
demand at all times. This is accomplished through a complex system of market rules.
Based on periodic reviews of this system, it appears to be working very well. The
second – or security dispatch – is invoked whenever the physical limitations of the
electric grid prevent the economic dispatch from being implemented. This usually
occurs as a result of transmission constraints that prevent more economic generating
units in one part of the region serve load in another part of the region, and takes the
form of generating units that are run out of merit in order to provide enough capacity to
meet locational energy requirements.
Riding atop this system of generation dispatch is an “emergency” dispatch capability
that ISO-NE and the utilities have that enables each to respond to unanticipated events
that threaten grid reliability. ISO-NE and the utilities maintain the authority to direct
individual generators to perform outside their bid parameters. While this authority is
used relatively infrequently, it is essential to maintaining grid reliability. This authority,
however, is not reflected in the planning processes or in the normal operations of the
grid. In addition, its exercise is limited to bilateral communications; neither ISO-NE nor
the utilities maintain direct control over the operations of non-Automatic Control
Generators.
Thus, under the above limited circumstances the current system can dispatch
generation to meet reliability needs, but it can only interact with those large generating
units interconnected to high voltage transmission lines. We are not aware of any
system or capability at ISO-NE or the utilities that enables dispatch of smaller or
distributed generation resources in response to threats to local or sub-regional grid
reliability. In fact, during one of the technical conferences in Docket 2008-255II, CMP
indicated that it is aware of only those distributed generation resources that have
interconnection agreements, which represents a small fraction of the existing capacity of
distributed generation resources in Maine. It is also not aware of back-up generators or
customers that have the capability and interest in providing demand response to
address grid reliability problems. With no smart grid dispatch system, however, it
cannot deploy even those known resources to address local reliability issues.
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B.
Identify and describe additional technologies and systems that could
further enhance the efficiency of the system, increase reliability or reduce
greenhouse gases, and reduce ratepayers’ costs. Provide specific descriptions
of how each item operates as a physical matter to improve the efficient design,
dispatch and operation of the system, increase reliability, reduce ratepayers’
costs, or reduce greenhouse gases. Identify regions where the technology or
system is currently in service.
One of the primary paradigm shifts enabled by the smart grid is the ability to use
distributed instead of centralized generation resources to meet grid reliability demands.
In the past, most power plants were location-constrained (such as a hydroelectric dam),
which required construction of long distance high-voltage lines to transmit energy to
load centers. When demand rose, generation and transmission capacity had to
increase as well – with everything sized to meet peak loads, even if the peak only lasted
a few hours a year. That system worked well enough when annual peaks were modest
and transmission was affordable and easy to build. Today, however, daily and annual
peak loads are increasingly steep, the cost of building new large generation and highvoltage transmission lines to service those peaks is exorbitant, and siting such lines is
very difficult.
Advances in renewable energy, storage, and demand response technologies now make
possible a completely new approach to managing the electric grid. Using information
developed by the smart grid platform described in Section II, distributed generation
(“DG”) – including photovoltaic solar arrays, biomass plants, combined heat and power
(“CHP”), storage, and small scale fossil-fuel backup generators (“BUGS”) – can be
developed and located proximate to and commensurate with growing demand in
transmission-constrained sections of the grid. Such targeted application of distributed
generation (as well as other NTA solutions as described in Section IV, below) will
obviate the need to build additional peak transmission and generation, essentially
creating two benefits for the price of one.
Moreover, these NTA solutions will produce avoided cost benefits at all levels of the
transmission system – BES, non-PTF, Subtransmission, and Distribution – potentially
saving ratepayers billions of dollars in capital costs over the next decade. Additionally,
as described in GridSolar’s filings in the MPRP case, DG and other NTA solutions can
be added incrementally using a least-cost hierarchy. This solution will lower capital
costs and allow smart grid coordinators to take advantage of the falling costs of
renewable energy and smart devices. It also eliminates both the high carrying cost and
the risk associated with construction of billion dollar transmission assets years before
they are needed and which may be oversized or unnecessary altogether. DG solutions
will further provide additional efficiency benefits through elimination or reduction of line
loss and by reducing reliance on older, dirtier, and less efficient peaking plants. DG
provided by renewable and efficient generation technologies will also reduce fuel costs
and emissions.
Finally, the ability to use accurate real time information,
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communications, and controls will enable far more cost-effective dispatch of these new
technologies, producing substantial operational savings as well.
Solar DG: Use of distributed photovoltaic solar energy may well be the cleanest and
most cost effective solution to meeting growing peak demand in Maine. This alternative
is fully reviewed in GridSolar’s filings in the MPRP docket, which we have incorporated
into this docket. Recent events have shown key GridSolar assumptions to be accurate,
including specifically the ongoing decline in the installed cost of PV solar. According to
testimony from ReVision Energy, the average installed cost of solar in Maine was $6 in
2009 and was estimated to drop by 10 percent in 2010. (MPRP, GridSolar Surrebuttal
Filing, Testimony of William Behrens at 4-5.) ReVision stated that installations in 2010
were coming in at under $5/watt, and recently confirmed to GridSolar that costs have
continued to fall throughout the year.
Biomass/CHP: The biomass generator and combined heat and power market sector is
already strong in Maine. There are at least 29 CHP systems installed in the state,
providing 1,196 MW of electric power.8 With support from the state’s renewable
portfolio standards (RPS) and greenhouse gas emission reduction (RGGI) programs,
several new CHP plants powered by biomass fuel are planned or under construction,
including facilities at Verso Paper in Bucksport, and the Maine Renewable Energy
Consortium in South Portland.
While CHP plants tend to be larger than solar DG applications, if sited in a grid
constrained location they can provide similar grid reliability services by reducing peak
demand on the transmission system and providing a potential alternate generation
source for reliability needs once smart grid dispatch systems are in place.9 Our
expectation is that this market sector will react favorably to siting incentives for
transmission reliability, and that it will be a strong competitor for distributed generation
RFPs.
Back Up Generation (BUGs): The National Energy Technology Laboratory has defined
backup generators as “The Next Smart Grid Peak Resource”. (See Attachment 3.) We
believe this report to be so seminal to the future of the U.S. electric grid that we are
providing the full Executive Summary in Figure 2 below.

8

See http://www.northeastchp.org/nac/regional/ME.htm.

9

For example, the LaCapra Associates NTA analysis in the MPRP docket, assumed
construction of a series of biomass DG power plants in the 10-25 MW range. See
LaCapra Associates, Non-Transmission Alternatives Assessment and Economic
Evaluation Of The Maine Power Reliability Program, at 37 (June 30, 2008) (MPRP
Docket #2008-255, MPRP CPCN Petition, Ex. I-3).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Tomorrow’s smart grid will accommodate and enable a wide variety of generation and storage
options. Today, there is a large untapped resource on the consumer side of the meter at many
commercial and industrial customer facilities. Consumer backup generators (BUGS), which are
distributed generation (DG) units for either emergency or standby applications, are plentiful and
well distributed. BUGS can play a significant role in flattening the utility load profile to the
economic and environmental benefit of utilities, consumers, and society. Properly integrated,
BUGS can have an environmental as well as economic benefit because they are well
distributed, quick to startup and shutdown, close to the point of consumption, and more
responsive than large, traditional power sources.
The low asset utilization of standby and emergency applications represents 170 GW of
untapped capacity suggesting they could potentially serve larger loads, certainly at peak. This
170 GW of BUGS capacity represents about 22 percent of the peak and 36 percent of the
average load in 2009 and could be available to address the peak demand. This could be a
significant benefit to consumers and utilities. A Portland General Electric (PGE) demonstration
showed a significantly lower conversion cost per kW as well as a 30% or more reduction cost
per KW over simple cycle gas turbine costs. The key to increasing the capacity factor of BUGS is
interconnecting them to the grid and using them to serve larger loads.
The generators within the emergency power are predominately diesel fueled reciprocal engines.
At first glance the environmental benefit of this resource may not be apparent. However,
preliminary calculations indicate there is a reduction in CO2, NOX, and SOX compared to gas
turbine peaking units. The Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) Pollution
Reduction Estimator (v1.0) shows that a national program to engage half of the BUGS for peak
reduction during 200 hours a year results in emission reduction compared to natural gas
peaking units. Specifically,
More than 935,000 tons a year reduction in CO2 emissions.
More than 54,000 tons a year reduction in NOX emissions.
More than 33,000 tons a year reduction in SOX emissions.
The Smart Grid as described in the Modern Grid Strategy Seven Principal Characteristics
envisions the accommodation of all generation resources and optimizes the efficiency of the
available assets. Enabling BUGS as a peak resource is one option that builds on the
enablement provided by the Smart Grid.

Figure 2: National Environmental Technical Laboratory, BUGS: The Next Smart Grid Peak
Resource, Executive Summary (DOE/NETL-2010/1406), April 15, 2010.

BUGS are plentiful in Maine and can potentially provide peak transmission grid reliability
services at lower cost than other available options.
For example there are
approximately 11.4 MW of BUGS resources located in the Lewiston-Auburn region
alone.10 These units exceed the reliability needs of the Lewiston Loop and should be
10

Based on our review of MDEP air licenses.
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available to the Smart Grid Coordinator for reliability purpose at an attractive price that
is well below the cost of either increased transmission capacity or other new generation
units. In addition, we are providing a very interesting example of how one customer in
downtown Boston is addressing its requirement for electricity reliability by establishing
over 27 MW of on-site backup storage and generation. (See Attachment 4.). While
facilities like these currently provide benefits only to private customers, a Smart Grid
Coordinator can work with the customers to extend the use of these technologies and
equipment to respond in advance of grid failures, thereby providing broader public
reliability benefits as well.
Battery Storage: For the last 10 years, Tokyo electric and other utilities in Japan have
successfully deployed over 300 MW of sodium sulfur (NaS) batteries to provide grid
reliability, peak shaving, integration of intermittent renewable energy sources and
dynamic islanding (restoration of power during outages to reduce numbers of customer
impacted).11 Based on those experiences, both utilities and consumers in the U.S. are
now beginning to deploy and test similar storage devices. Examples include:
•

American Electric Power (AEP), deployed a 1-MW NaS battery in 2006 in
Charleston, WV., to alleviate an overloading problem and defer the need to build
a new substation. Based on this successful application, AEP has since installed
three additional 2-MW batteries to provide subtransmission relief, peak shaving,
storage of intermittent renewables, and dynamic islanding. AEP has also
partnered in a 4 MW NaS battery installation in Presidio, Texas to provide grid
reliability services.12

•

Xcel Energy’s Wind-to-Battery Project tested time shifting of renewable energy
using a 1 MW sodium sulfur (NaS) battery connected to a 10 MW wind farm on
the Great Plains. Preliminary test results indicated that the battery effectively
shifted wind energy from off-peak to on-peak availability; reduced the need to
compensate for the variability and limited predictability of wind generation
resources; supported the transmission grid system by providing voltage support,
which contributes to system reliability; and supported regional electricity market
by responding to real-time imbalances between generation and load. Results
also indicated that this technology may be applicable for solar energy.13

11

See http://www.jase-w.eccj.or.jp/technologies/pdf/electricity/E-17.pdf; and
http://www.ieee.org/organizations/pes/meetings/gm2010/slides/pesgm2010p000764.pdf.
12

See http://www.aep.com/environmental/news/?id=1560.

13

Project results available at
http://www.xcelenergy.com/New%20Mexico/Company/Environment/Renewable%20Dev
elopment%20Fund/RDFProjects/Pages/SodiumSulfurBatteryEnergyStorage.aspx; by
selecting Milestone Five.
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•

The New York Metropolitan Transit Authority installed a 1-MW NaS battery on
Long Island in January 2009. The battery stores inexpensive off-peak power at
night to run natural gas compressors used for refueling buses during the day
when electricity prices are high. The project produces over $250,000 in annual
energy cost savings and reduced labor (by eliminating third shift necessary for
refueling).14

•

Based on advances in lithium ion batteries for the electric car market, AEP has
also begun testing “community energy storage” projects using 25 kW pad and
pole-mounted battery units distributed in residential neighborhoods and linked via
AMI. The smaller LI batteries provide improved service reliability and efficiency
(due to close proximity to customer), voltage sag mitigation and emergency
transformer load relief, and when aggregated, multi-hour and multi-megawatt
backup energy supplies.15

In the 2009 Western Grid Development LLC case, FERC approved the use of grid-tied
batteries by a third party to provide transmission reliability services and ruled that such
projects are eligible for socialized transmission cost allocation. Order, 130 FERC 61,056
at ¶ 2.16 By eliminating the need for transmission upgrades and operation of peaking
plants, battery storage can provide many of the same benefits as DG.
Planning and Operational Savings: The largest planning-related economic benefit of
deploying DG or storage within a smarter grid will come in the form of avoided (or
delayed) costs of new transmission infrastructure on the BES and T&D systems. Yet,
development of a smarter grid will also enable substantial operational savings. The
MPRP case focused on how utility planners and grid operators think about reliability,
how reliability is threatened and what actions can be taken to mitigate such threats.
Central to this understanding is knowing the electrical flows and related conditions on
each component of the electric grid in real time. This knowledge will not only open up a
range of alternatives to meet reliability needs, but will also enable planners to time and
size more accurate solutions (including scaling back investments where there is more
headroom on the grid than initially thought or speeding up investments where grid
constraints are reaching critical levels). Over time this information will enable
development of more accurate assumptions for reliability studies.

14

See http://www.nypa.gov/press/speeches/2009/transcript090109a.htm.

15

See http://www.ieee.org/organizations/pes/meetings/gm2010/slides/pesgm2010p000764.pdf.
16

FERC’s Western Grid decision was submitted in the MPRP Docket. See GridSolar
Surrebuttal Filing, at 42-43 (Feb. 2, 2010) and Ex. Surrebuttal-3.
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From an operations perspective, real time data can be used by a smart grid coordinator
to maintain operating parameters on all circuits and other grid components following a
least cost approach. For example, although planning standards may presume that
certain peak winter loads will cause a circuit or subregion to exceed thermal criteria,
such an event may not in fact occur, since ambient air conditions during these hours will
enhance heat dissipation. If so, based on real time data about line conditions, smart
grid coordinators may be able to reduce or eliminate dispatch of DG resources to
maintain reliability, even during higher than expected load conditions.
Similarly, where real-time monitoring of circuit temperature and voltage conditions
during summer peaks shows a margin of safety at load levels above reliability models
(perhaps because ambient conditions are not as severe as modeled), grid operations
can order dispatch of distributed generating resources for fewer hours than the
modeling might otherwise suggest. Potential operating savings are even higher for
dispatch of demand resources, since there is a significant cost differential between
procuring a demand response resource to operate only 20 hours per year versus 200
hours per year.
There has been much more attention paid recently to using smart grid technologies to
permit “Dynamic Transmission Line Ratings” or “DLR”. Since weather conditions affect
directly the capacity of overhead transmission lines to transmit power, variations from
those weather conditions assumed to exist for line rating purposes, and in particular,
variations in wind speed and direction, solar radiation and ambient temperatures, may
allow grid operators to permit much higher loadings on transmission lines than their
static ratings.
For example, a wind speed increase of 1 meter/second can result in a 30% to 40%
increase in the capacity of a transmission line, a 2oC drop in temperature a 2%
increase, and a setting sun an 18% increase, all other things being equal.
This fact has been cited in the “U.S.-Canada Power System Outage Task Force Report
August 14th Blackout: Causes and Recommendations” report, a section of which we
highlight below:
“As seen on August 14, inadequate vegetation management can lead to the loss
of transmission lines that are not overloaded, at least not according to their rated
limits. The investigation of the blackout, however, also found that even after
allowing for regional or subregional differences, there is still significant variation
in how ratings of existing lines have been calculated. This variation – in terms of
assumed ambient temperatures, wind speed, conductor strength and the
purposes and duration of normal, seasonal, and emergency ratings – makes the
ratings themselves unclear, inconsistent and unreliable across a region or
between regions.
This situation creates unnecessary and unacceptable
uncertainties about the safe carrying capacity of individual lines on the
transmission network. Further, the appropriate use of dynamic line ratings needs
to be included in this review because adjusting a line’s rating according to
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changes in ambient conditions may enable the line to carry a larger load while
still meeting safety requirements.”17
In Attachment 5 we have provided two documents that describe the benefits of DLR in
seven general areas, all of which are important to Maine and the New England region:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Reliability
Efficiency
Congestion Relief
Asset Protection
Wide Area Situational Awareness
Security Analysis and Assessment
Integration of Renewable Energy

One of these documents – the June 30, 2009 EPRI Smart Grid Webinar – also provides
three case studies showing how DLR can provide significant benefits. For example,
DLR allowed one, 32 mile, 345 kV line in the Southwest Power Pool to operate for 167
hours above its 1,251 MW static rating. In doing so, KCPL avoided a “significant
amount of energy redispatch, the benefits of which provided a less than 3-month
payback on the total installed cost of the DLR technologies and the field test.”
A second project undertaken by Manitoba Hydro has shown that the DLR ratings on a
key transmission line interconnecting a major hydro facility to the grid are above the
static ratings on that line 99.9% of the time and are 30% or more above the ratings 90%
of the time. Manitoba Hydro concluded that:
• Real time ratings provide access to existing transmission capacity above the
static rating
o Curtailment of hydro generation avoided
o Lowest cost power delivered to consumers
o Unnecessary, and potentially reliability threatening, redispatch avoided
• Maximum utilization of the existing transmission asset
o Greater ROI
o Planned upgrades stay on schedule. No artificial and costly acceleration
to accommodate unexpected constraints
Reductions in Greenhouse Gases and Criteria Pollutants: The ability to offset
transmission investment provides a savings to ratepayers that can be directed into the
deployment of distributed solar generation by third-parties, as we explained in our filings
in the MPRP case. This solar generation will result in a reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions, since the alternative grid-interconnected generation that would otherwise be
imported into the region over transmission lines would be from fossil-fuel generation
17

U.S.-Canada Power System Outage Task Force, August 14th Blackout: Causes and
Recommendations, at 162 (April 2004), available at
https://reports.energy.gov/BlackoutFinal-Web.pdf.
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operating at the margin on peak days. These units also tend to emit the greatest
amounts of pollutants, including SOx, NOx and CO2. In addition, these solar generation
units will operate during many other hours of the year during which they will displace
fossil fuel generation operating at the margin in the region. The reduction in GHG
emissions in total can be quite large. Each MW of solar generation will generate
approximately 1,400 MWhs a year of energy and displace somewhere between 700 and
1,400 tons of GHGs a year.
Examples from other regions: There are many examples where distributed generation
is used in lieu of new transmission capacity, where the cost of building new lines is
prohibitive or the lines are not able to be permitted. A classic example from Maine is
the series of standby diesel generators on Mt. Desert Island used to meet local peak
loads on the island and to avoid the cost, environmental and aesthetic problems
associated with construction of new power lines in one of the state’s most important
destinations for tourism and recreation.
In terms of newer smart grid-based applications of DG, there are several instances
where PV solar and other NTA solutions have been implemented to address grid
reliability concerns. These include:
•

Hawaii – The Maui Electric Company’s 1.4 MW solar farm on the Island of Lana’i
provides 30 percent of the Island’s peaking power needs and 10% of its annual
energy. The system was designed to reduce reliance on high cost of imported
diesel, however the diesel generators remain in place for backup purposes. The
entire system is integrated through a smart grid platform, which allows Maui
Electric to operate the facility remotely, to automatically switch between solar and
diesel as conditions warrant, and to input reactive power from the solar inverters
when needed to balance the system. (See Attachment 6.)

•

California’s Renewable Energy Transmission Initiative (RETI) is a collaborative
attempt to build new transmission needed to meet the state’s ambitious goal of
providing 33% of its energy from renewable sources by 2020, but to build that
new generation in an environmentally sensitive way that will avoid the years-long
legal battles that have short-circuited past transmission projects. RETI’s initial
plan proposed to spend $15.7 billion to build 13 major new high voltage lines
connecting proposed solar, geothermal and wind plants in inland deserts and
mountains to the coastal cities. The lead consultant to this project, Black &
Veatch, has now concluded that distributed rooftop solar generation in the
coastal cities will negate the need for two-thirds of the proposed new RETI power
lines. Black and Veatch’s lead consultant, Ryan Pletka, recently told the press
that the rapidly evolving solar photovoltaic market will moot the need for some of
these expensive and contentious transmission lines, requiring transmission
planners to rethink their long-term plans. (See Attachment 7.)
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RETI’s scale back of planned new high voltage transmission lines comes in
concert with a series of decisions by the California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC) authorizing the state’s three largest utilities to acquire 1.1 GW of
distributed PV solar over the next five years both to help meet the state’s
renewable energy goals and to address reliability concerns, the high cost of new
transmission, and to reduce risk:
o Southern California Edison (SCE) – In June of 2009, the CPUC approved
construction of 500 MW of distributed PV solar on existing commercial
rooftops in the service territory of SCE. Under the adopted program, SCE
will own, install, operate and maintain 250 MW of distributed solar PV
projects primarily in the 1 to 2 MW range, located in SCE's service
territory, and will seek competitive bids for power purchase agreement for
electricity from another 250 MW of solar PV rooftops that are owned,
installed, operated and maintained by independent power producers. The
CPUC approved the solar photovoltaic program (SVPV), in part based on
findings that “[t]he SPVP projects can be located near load, thus avoiding
the need to build new transmission facilities and help reduce local
congestion.”18
o Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) – In April of 2010, the CPUC approved
construction of 500 MW of distributed PV solar in the PG&E service
territory. Under the adopted program, PG&E will own, install, operate and
maintain 250 MW of distributed solar PV projects primarily in the 1 to 20
MW range, located in PG&E service territory, and will seek competitive
bids for power purchase agreement for electricity from another 250 MW of
solar PV that are owned, installed, operated and maintained by
independent power producers. The CPUC approved the distributed solar
program in part based on findings that the “output profile of solar PV
largely coincides with periods of peak demand” and that smaller
distributed projects “may avoid many of the risk factors that impede the
timely development of larger scale renewable projects to the extent these
smaller projects do not have the same land impacts, do not require the
same level of project financing and permitting, and do not depend on large
capacity transmission additions.”19

18

California Public Utilities Commission, Decision Addressing A Solar Photovoltaic
Program For Southern California Edison Company (D. 09-06-049), at 11 (June 18,
2009), available at http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/word_pdf/FINAL_DECISION/102730.pdf.
19

California Public Utilities Commission, Decision Addressing A Solar Photovoltaic
Program For Pacific Gas and Electric Company (D. 10-04-052), at 73-75 (April 22,
2010), available at http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/WORD_PDF/FINAL_DECISION/117115.pdf.
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o San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) – In September of 2010, the CPUC
approved construction of 100 MW of PV solar, including 26 MW of utilityowned generation and 74 MW from independent power producers. The
projects will be primarily 1-2 MW, but projects of up to 5 MW are also
allowed with some restrictions. The CPUC found a need for the distributed
solar program based on findings that:
“Small-scale PV facilities can be located close to load
centers and when strategically located, they may defer or
avoid the need for network transmission infrastructure
development. In addition, projects installed under this
program will contribute to the state’s renewable goals and
help fulfill GHG emission reduction targets. Furthermore,
because these facilities interconnect at the distribution level
and do not require, on an individual project basis, large
amount of land, they are likely to avoid many of the
transmission and permitting challenges that larger scale
projects may face. As a result, we anticipate these facilities
to come online with a greater degree of speed and certainty
than larger scale projects.”20
•

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is funding analyses and demonstration
projects to investigate how distributed generation resources can contribute to
local grid reliability. (See MPRP, GridSolar Final Petition at 19.) For example,
the DOE’s Renewable and Distributed Systems Integration (RDSI) program will
invest $55 million over five years on eight projects that advance the ability to
integrate renewable energy, distributed generation, energy storage, thermally
activated technologies and demand response into the electric distribution and
transmission system to increase reliability. The West Virginia Supercircuit
Project will use distributed generation – solar, battery storage and backup diesel
generators – and AMI-based demand response (dynamic pricing and smart
devices) to meet peak transmission demand on a single circuit within the
Allegheny Power service territory. Another project is a collaboration between the
University of Nevada, a local area homebuilder, Nevada Power Company and
GE Ecomagination to overcome electricity grid integration, control, and
communications issues by building energy efficient homes with integrated
photovoltaic systems, battery energy storage and consumer products linked to
advanced meters. A Ft. Collins, Colorado project will research, develop and
demonstrate a 3.5 MW coordinated and integrated system of mixed distributed

20

California Public Utilities Commission, Decision Addressing A Solar Photovoltaic
Program For San Diego Gas and Electric Company (D. 10-09-016), at 9 (Sep. 2, 2010),
available at http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/word_pdf/FINAL_DECISION/123021.pdf.
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resources to achieve a 20-30% peak load reduction on multiple distribution
feeders.21
•

Another large scale ongoing smart grid application is Austin Energy’s Smart Grid
2.0 project, which will add management of distributed solar photovoltaic and
micro wind generation and energy storage to Austin’s existing smart grid
platform. That platform – Austin Energy Smart Grid 1.0 – incorporates 1 million
consumers and 43,000 businesses over 440 square miles and includes 500,000
networked devices, including 86,000 smart thermostats in homes and businesses
(which at peak times can aggregate to about 90 MW of load).22

•

Detroit Edison is implementing a comprehensive smart grid project that includes
full system monitoring, metering and remote SCADA controls; customer AMI;
dispatchable customer-owned DG; utility DG; storage, grid applications (utility
side smart grid benefits); demand response using automated devices; and a joint
project with Ford Motor Co., to prepare for integration of electric vehicles into the
grid. (See DTE Energy Smart Grid Whitepaper and Smart Grid Projects,
Attachment 8.)

•

Phase I of Duke Energy’s North Carolina Solar Distributed Generation project
included construction of 4.3 MW of solar at four commercial sites. Phase II and III
are ongoing and will add 4.1 MW of rooftop and ground-mount solar at 10
commercial locations and 1.6 MW at 20 residential sites in Phase III.23

•

Additional ongoing smart grid projects involving DG and storage, as well as
demand response technologies, are described in the Electric Power Research
Institution’s (EPRI) Smart Grid Demonstration Initiative Two Year Update.
(Attachment 9.)

C.
Describe operational and/or institutional changes, e.g., smart grid
coordinator, that would improve the efficiency or reliability of the system in terms
of planning, siting or operating generation resources. In particular, describe the
specific roles of a smart grid coordinator in planning and operating the systems
in Maine. How would coordination with other system operators, e.g., ISO, be
21

For a full description of each RSDI project, see
http://www.smartgrid.epri.com/DemoProjects.aspx.
22

See Austin Energy Smart Grid Program at
http://www.austinenergy.com/About%20Us/Company%20Profile/smartGrid/index.htm.
23

See http://www.duke-energy.com/north-carolina/renewable-energy/nc-solardistributed-generation-program.asp.
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assured? Identify strengths and weaknesses of having a smart grid coordinator
perform these functions rather than the utilities and//or ISO. Identify additional
costs that would be caused by having these functions performed by a smart grid
coordinator.
A general description of the role of a Smart Grid Coordinator is provided in GridSolar’s
responses above, and detailed responses to most of the questions raised here are
provided in Section IV.C below.
We would like to comment on the first issue raised – improving efficiency of the grid in
terms of planning, siting or operating generation resources.
One unintended
consequence of the restructuring of electric utilities in Maine and New England has
been the effective elimination of “integrated resource planning”. The purpose of
integrated resource planning (or IRP) was the explicit recognition that many aspects of
the electric grid can, to some degree, substitutes for each other. For example, IRP
recognized that generation is a substitute for transmission, and vice versa. It also
incorporated energy conservation and demand response as substitutes for generation,
and therefore as substitutes for transmission.
This has been lost as a result of the bifurcation of the grid into separate transmission
and generation entities, and with the establishment of wholesale energy markets. The
result has been the implementation of parallel planning structures for transmission
expansion and generation development. While these parallel structures could, in
theory, contain mechanisms to ensure least cost planning that integrates both
transmission and generation options, in practice the two planning structures have no
interrelationships. Worse, each encompasses a set of rules and incentives that
introduce severe distortions and inefficiencies that prevent quality IRP. The most
important of these is the cost socialization of transmission upgrades.
The smart grid coordinator cannot by itself offset the most egregious of these
distortions. However, the SGC can offset some of the procedural and informational
imbalances that currently prevent the two planning systems from developing integrated,
least-cost solutions. Specifically, the smart grid coordinator can be charged with
developing non-transmission alternatives to present to the Commission as alternatives
to transmission solutions advanced by the transmission utilities. Such non-transmission
alternatives will be far more than the straw-men proposals put forward by the utility,
since they will be designed to be actually implemented and not as justification for
pursuing the utility’s transmission solutions.
IV.

Consumer End-use

A.
Identify and describe each smart technology and system currently in
place (or in deployment) on the utility side of the interface to facilitate consumer
electric energy end-use efficiency. Describe how each operates, and how each
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results in greater end-use efficiency, and how such technology can or is reducing
ratepayers’ costs.
As noted above, both CMP and BHE are deploying advanced metering infrastructure.
When supported by a full information and communications technology (ITC) platform,
AMI provides five basic capabilities that can be utilized by utilities, energy suppliers,
demand-response providers, consumers and consumer device manufacturers to
increase end-use efficiency, including the ability to:
1. Measure electricity consumption in real time for all users;
2. Report electricity consumption in real time to a utility, Smart Grid Coordinator or
any other third-party;
3. Report electricity consumption in real time to the consumer;
4. Receive real time signals from a third-party regarding the status of the electric
grid, including energy prices, total load conditions, loadings on specific circuits
and prices for other types of products necessary to operate the grid in a reliable
and stable manner; and
5. Pass these real-time signals to smart devices (appliances, thermostats, building
control systems, etc.) to control electric loads and/or distributed generation.
AMI is a prerequisite for the dynamic pricing and demand response programs described
in Section IV.B below. It is important to recognize, however, that AMI alone can do very
little. CMP and BHE are only deploying “smart meters” – not a Smart Grid. The rest of
the system (see Section II, above) does not exist. Nor are there tariffs, demand
response programs, or other system changes associated with the Smart Grid which are
necessary to enable greater end-use efficiency. CMP has proposed (re-)introducing
time-of-use tariffs for residential consumers with high thermal and cooling loads in
Docket # 2010-231. BHE also has certain Time of Use tariffs, however, these programs
are not specifically designed to meet reliability concerns or reduce energy use by
consumers
ISO-NE also operates Day Ahead and Forward Capacity markets for demand
resources. These are energy markets, however, and are used only to meet/displace
generation needs and only at the BES level of the grid. Nonetheless, almost all of these
demand resources are actually located on the non-BES part of the grid and, with a
smart grid system in place, could be deployed to simultaneously solve reliability needs
and transmission constraints on local, subregional, and even bulk components of the
grid.
B.
Identify additional smart technologies, systems, or operational
changes on either the utility or customer side of the interface that would further
increase end-use efficiency. Describe the feasibility of each in terms of (1)
commercial viability and (2) cost, and provide examples of other service
areas/regions where the item identified has been deployed. Identify the role of
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utility, ISO, retail supplier, ESCO, Efficiency Maine and the smart grid coordinator
in promoting, installing and operating each technology.
Dynamic Pricing: One of the primary Smart Grid applications for consumers is dynamic
pricing. Under current flat rate tariffs, most residential and commercial customers pay
the same fee per kilowatt-hour (kWh) of electricity consumed regardless of variations in
the daily or annual wholesale price of energy. Yet the top 10 percent of peak electric
system loads generally occurs during just one percent of the hours in a year (60 hours).
To meet these “critical peak” loads, expensive additional generation and transmission
capacity must be acquired, raising rates for all customers.24 Moreover, by masking daily
and seasonal variations in the wholesale cost of electricity, flat rates tend to promote
over-consumption of electricity during peak periods when wholesale electricity is
expensive and under-consumption during cheaper off-peak periods. This can cause
significant economic inefficiencies and environmental effects since critical peak demand
is generally met by seldom-used power plants, which tend to be older, less efficient, and
dirtier facilities.25
Dynamic (or real-time) pricing, in contrast, varies rates based upon supply and demand
conditions in the wholesale market. These different price signals should encourage
consumers to adjust energy usage to take advantage of lower priced energy in low
demand hours and to limit consumption in higher priced high demand hours, thereby
making the system more efficient and lowering both operating costs and capital needs.
At the wholesale level, the electric industry abandoned average cost pricing over a
decade ago. In deregulated states like Maine, the largest industrial and commercial
customers have also been able to benefit from dynamic rates. Now, with the
deployment of AMI, real-time pricing will become feasible for residential and smaller
commercial customers.
The potential benefits of dynamic pricing are significant. The Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory’s consultant, the Brattle Group, has estimated that nationally, as little as a

24

We estimate that new peaking generating capacity to meet peak loads can cost more
than $300,000 per MW, while transmission and distribution plant investments can run
an order of magnitude or more higher than this amount. The lead times necessary to
develop this infrastructure can be very long, requiring utilities and other investors to
build in anticipation of increases in peak loads. This imposes risks on end-users that
plant will be developed but will not be put to use or, if used, will not be sized or located
optimally to meet actual future loads.
25

We have observed that the price differential between the critical-peak and off-peak
hours is quite high– on the order of $100 per MWh or more.
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five percent drop in demand during critical peak hours can save ratepayers $35 billion.26
In at least 70 separate pilots conducted primarily in North American and European
markets, in every case dynamic pricing showed positive results – ranging from 3% to
55% reduction in peak demand.27 See Figure 3.

Figure 3: Ahmad Faruqui, The Brattle Group, Sizing Up the Smart Grid, a presentation to the ISONE Smart Grid Forum, at 35 (May 20, 2009).

A detailed survey of the 15 most recent of these experiments found conclusive evidence
that residential customers will respond to dynamic electric prices by lowering use during
expensive periods.28 The degree of response depends on factors such as the
26

Ahmad Faruqui, Ryan Hledik, Sam Newell and Johannes Pfeifenberger, “The Power
of Five Percent,” The Electricity Journal, October 2007.
27

Ahmad Faruqui, The Brattle Group, Sizing Up the Smart Grid, a presentation to the
ISO-NE Smart Grid Forum at 35 (May 20, 2009), available at http://www.isone.com/committees/comm_wkgrps/prtcpnts_comm/pac/mtrls/2009/may202009/a_faruq
ui-brattle.pdf.
28

Ahmad Faruqui and Sanem Sergici, Household Response To Dynamic Pricing Of
Electricity—A Survey Of The Experimental Evidence, January 10, 2009, available at
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/hepg/Papers/2009/The%20Power%20of%20Experimentatio
n%20_01-11-09_.pdf.
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magnitude of the price increase, the presence of central air conditioning, and the
availability of enabling technologies such as two-way programmable communicating
thermostats and always-on gateway systems that allow multiple end-uses to be
controlled remotely. Across the range of experiments studied, time-of-use rates
induced a drop in peak demand ranging from three to six percent. Critical-peak pricing
tariffs dropped peak demand by 13 to 20 percent. When accompanied with enabling
technologies, critical peak tariffs increased peak demand reductions to 27 to 44 percent.
In cases dynamic pricing was offered only as an option instead of as the default tariff,
benefits declined substantially – to about a quarter to a tenth as large.
The success of these smaller scale pilot studies have led to several analyses of
potential statewide benefits. A 2009 study done for California estimated that dynamic
pricing had the potential to reduce peak load statewide by 1 to 9 percent, saving state
ratepayers between $0.6 billion and $6 billion.29 Programs that use an opt-out default
structure and enabling technologies produced benefits in the upper end of the range.
Based in part on those results, the California Energy Commission has ruled that
dynamic pricing will become the default rate for all customers once AMI meters are
installed.30 A similar study done for the New York ISO found that universal deployment
of real-time pricing statewide could reduce peak demand statewide by 10 to 14%,
producing an estimated annual savings to ratepayers of 2 to 5% and annual economic
benefits of $141 million to $403 million.31
In a national report by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to the U.S. Congress
in June 2009, FERC staff estimated the potential impact of dynamic pricing throughout
the country, including potential for up to a 24% reduction in peak energy use in Maine.32
The PowerCentsDC Smart Grid Pilot: One of the most recent dynamic pricing studies
provides an excellent comparative guide to the potential benefits each of the three
primary peak-load pricing structures could provide for Maine ratepayers. Funded by the
Potomac Electric Power Co. (PEPCO) and managed by an independent entity, the
PowerCentsDC smart grid pilot tested the impact of three separate dynamic pricing
structures: critical peak pricing, critical peak rebates, and hourly pricing (see below).

29

Ahmad Faruqui, Ryan Hledik and John Tsoukalis, “The Power of Dynamic Pricing,”
The Electricity Journal, at 55-56, April 2009.
30

See CPUC, Decision adopting dynamic pricing timetable and rate design guidance for
Pacific Gas & Electric Company (D. 08-07-045), July 31, 2008.
31

New York ISO, “Dynamic Pricing: Potential Wholesale Market Benefits in New York
State” (Oct. 27, 2009).
32

FERC Staff, A National Assessment of Demand Response Potential, at 121-22,
Washington, DC, (June 2009).
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The pilot components included smart meters, smart thermostats, and an educational
program, and involved both low and normal income customers.
The project involved nearly 900 volunteer residential customers across eight different
wards in the District of Columbia over two summers and one winter in 2008-09.
PEPCO’s standard residential rate is 12.9 ¢/kwh (Tier 1), rising to 14.2 ¢/kwh (Tier 2).
The pricing options tested in the pilot included:
• Critical Peak Pricing (CPP) – 75¢/kwh during the 60 critical peak hours per year,
and a slightly lower than normal rate of 10.9 ¢/kwh otherwise.
•

Critical Peak Rebate (CPR) – allowed customers to earn 75¢/kwh rebates for
reduction below baseline during CPP periods; and charged a flat rate of 11¢/kwh
otherwise.

•

Hourly Pricing (HP) – rates that changed hourly based on day-ahead wholesale
prices, ranging from 1¢/kwh at night to 37¢/kwh during peak periods.

Each participating customer received a smart meter that recorded power usage every
hour. Those with a central air conditioner, about a third, were offered a smart
thermostat that automatically reduces air conditioning usage when power prices are
high. Another 400 standard offer customers received smart meters and served as a
control group.
Before live billing began, participants were invited to one of three in-person
presentations, received an education package, including a pricing leaflet, conservation
brochure, and refrigerator magnet displaying the critical peak hours and contact
information. Upon commencement, participants began to receive new bills, along with
monthly graphical Electric Usage Reports displaying daily usage by price and
informational inserts. CPP and CPR participants were notified by telephone, email or
text messages the evening before each event. HP participants were notified before any
day in which prices exceeded a set high-price threshold.
(Examples of the
PowerCentsDC educational and interactive materials are included in the full report in
Attachment 10.)
Project results showed that consumers reduced peak summer electricity demand
consistently when given a price signal. The higher summer peak savings indicate
greater discretionary load compared to winter use. Although the project was designed
with revenue neutral pricing, most participants experienced monthly savings on their
energy bill.
Plan
CPP
CPR
HP

Peak
Reduction
Summer
34%
13%
4%

Peak
Winter
13%
5%
2%

Reduction Annual
Savings
2%
5%
39%*

Billing

* HP customer savings were skewed because of a significant decline in wholesale
prices over the test period.
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During periods of higher summer temperatures, CPP and CPR participants achieved
greater peak demand reductions. This reflects both high use of air conditioning during
heat waves and the discretionary nature of AC use. Participants with automated, or
“smart”, thermostats showed significantly increased summer demand reductions.
Plan
CPP
CPR
HP

Customer
Type
Regular
All Electric

Peak Reduction at 85 F
26%
8%
3%

Peak Reduction at 97 F
43%
20%
3%

No Smart Thermostat
CPP
CPR

HP

With Smart Thermostat
CPP
CPR
HP

29%
22%

n/a
10%

49%
51%

11%
6%

17%
24%

10%
-2%

Low income participants were enrolled only in the critical peak rebate program. Over
the entire pilot low income participants averaged an 11% reduction in demand, which
was not deemed statistically significant compared to the 13% reduction achieved by
other CPR participants.
Customer surveys of both participants and control customers found the following:
• 74% of participants were satisfied with the program; only 6% were dissatisfied;
• 93% of participants who expressed a preference preferred PowerCentsDC over
• Standard Offer Service;
• The main motive for participation was to save money (73%), followed by reducing
emissions (34%), exploring smart grids (33%), and assisting policymakers (32%);
• The most common measures to reduce peak demand were avoiding use of
appliances (60%) and reducing air conditioning consumption (59%).
The PG&E AMI experience: A somewhat different result occurred during the start of
California’s statewide AMI deployment – but only in the Pacific Gas and Electric’s
(“PG&E”) service territory. In 2007, the California Public Utilities Commission (“CPUC”)
authorized full deployment of PG&E’s Smart Meter Program, including upgrading both
metering and communications networks as well as the related computerized systems
and software for 5.1 million electric meters and 4.2 million gas meters within the PG&E
territory. As of June 2010, PG&E had installed 3,146,000 electric and 3,101,000 gas
Smart Meters throughout its service territory.
By about the same time, however, the CPUC had received over 4,000 complaints about
“unexpectedly high” bills and allegations that the new electric Smart Meters were not
accurately recording electric usage. Almost all the complaints came from the PG&E
service territory. In response, the CPUC ordered an independent review to determine
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whether PG&E’s Smart Meter system was correctly measuring and billing electric
usage.
Field testing of over 600 meters and review of almost 1,400 complaints found that
PG&E’s Smart Meters were accurately recording and billing for electric usage and that
customer complaints were due to a “perfect storm” of other factors, including:
• Correction of old poorly functioning electromechanical meters that had previously
underreported electric use;
• Correction of rate categories based on incorrect premise historical data;
• Installation of Smart Meters coincident with a heat wave that caused usually high
peak electric usage;
• Rate increases that compounded the financial impact of the additional weatherrelated electric usage; and
• Human error caused by continued use of meter readers for four months after AMI
installation, as work on the communication backbone system was completed.
The report further found that PG&E did not provide adequate notice or other information
regarding the new Smart Meters, and in particular that PG&E failed to provide available
data that would have assisted customer understanding of hourly usage patterns and
costs.
The PG&E experience offers a cautionary tale to Maine regarding the importance of
consumer education and customer service in successful dynamic pricing tariffs.
Additional recommendations regarding design of dynamic pricing to maximize benefits
while ensuring fairness and protecting low income consumers can be found in the report
by the leading author in the field. See Ahmad Faruqui, The Ethics Of Dynamic Pricing
(March 30, 2010) (Attachment 11.) However, we would also caution that many
customers may not trust or understand dynamic pricing and that there may be a selfselection bias in the samples for dynamic pricing trials. It requires something of an
education to persuade even those who directly benefit from dynamic pricing to accept it.
For this reason we advocate voluntary conversion initially to dynamic pricing with rates
that will attract those customers who stand to benefit (i.e., those with flatter load
profiles) and rebate programs that can provide critical peak reductions with minimal
potential for negative consequences for customers with peakier or less elastic load
profiles. An independent Smart Grid Coordinator can play a valuable educational role in
the process of customer persuasion and in the design of tariffs that will both be
attractive to the customer and provide the compensation that is commensurate with IRP
savings that can be achieved by modifications in customer behavior.
Demand Response: While providing economically correct price signals is a necessary
condition for promoting economic efficiency, it is not a sufficient one. As noted above,
to be effective, end-users must be able to “see” those prices and be able to adjust their
electricity usage in response. This can be done actively, through self policing of electric
loads (e.g., running clothes driers only during off-peak periods) or passively, through
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technologies that link the operation of smart end-use equipment to prices (e.g., smart
thermostats that reduce energy use during peak and critical peak periods).
As we have discussed in prior sections of this document, there are additional
components that are necessary for end-users to realize the full benefits of smart electric
grids. Beginning on the customer side of the interface, the most important component is
a device that can provide one or more of the following functions:
•
•

•
•

Interfaces with the meter to provide real-time information about energy usage to
the end-user;
Interfaces with energy markets to provide information to the end-user about the
current status of the electric grid and, at a minimum, real-time prices for energy
and related products that the end-user may be able to provide or avoid based on
how it uses electricity;
Interfaces with internal end-use equipment (including on-site distributed
generation equipment) to provide off/on communication signals; and
Interfaces with external third-parties to permit remote access to the device and
the ability to control its operations.

It has been well established that such feedback mechanisms can positively effect
energy use. A 2000 review of 21 direct feedback (real time consumption and cost
information) demand response pilot projects found energy savings ranging from zero to
20 percent, with 15 of those studies falling in the range of five to 14 percent.33 A much
more recent review of smart grid pilot projects testing In-Home Displays (IHD) found
that that consumers who actively use an IHD can reduce their consumption of electricity
on average by about seven to fourteen percent, and that the impact of dynamic pricing
is augmented by direct feedback from IHDs.34 More than a dozen IHDs are currently
available on the market, ranging from monitor and ambient displays (active demand
response) to wired and wireless systems (passive demand response) capable of
interfacing with applicances, thermostats, computers, and smart phones.35

33

Ahmad Faruqui, et al., The Impact Of Informational Feedback On Energy
Consumption—A Survey Of The Experimental Evidence, Energy (Oxford) Vol. 35, no. 4,
pp. 1598-1608 (April 2010), citing Sarah Darby, Making it Obvious: Designing Feedback
into Energy Consumption, Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on Energy
Efficiency in Household Appliances and Lighting. Italian Association of Energy
Economists / EC-SAVE programme (2000).
34

Ahmad Faruqui, et al., The Impact Of Informational Feedback On Energy
Consumption—A Survey Of The Experimental Evidence, Energy (Oxford) Vol. 35, no. 4,
pp. 1598-1608 (April 2010).
35

See id.
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Devices that possess certain feedback capabilities are already in place in many large
user facilities within Maine and the ISO-NE region. For example, building automation
systems can operate to monitor energy use at many different locations or end-uses
within a facility or facility complex. This information can be provided over local area
networks to a central operations point and used by the end-user for diagnostic purposes
or to control directly energy usage. More sophisticated end-users, for whom electricity
represents a large and to some degree controllable expense, have linked their control
systems to information feeds from organizations such as ISO-NE to obtain real-time
price information. This information informs the end-user’s decision about whether to
purchase electricity from the grid, to generate electricity itself or reduce the amount of
electricity used. Our understanding of how these end-users operate is that the
information is passed to operators who initiate actions to respond. We are not aware of
any end-users where this decision is hard-coded into the day-to-day operations of the
facility, although this is not due to technology limitations.
Finally, third-party energy companies such as EnerNOC have installed equipment that
permits them to control remotely certain electric circuits and end-uses for customers
that are participating in demand response programs offered by utilities or grid operators
such as ISO-NE. An example of how these systems are operated is as follows:
EnerNOC receives a signal from ISO-NE that generating reserves are falling short of
required levels and that load must be reduced to maintain grid reliability. EnerNOC
responds by remotely curtailing end-use equipment directly. It also responds by
signaling other end-users to reduce loads. In all cases, we understand that load
curtailment requires an action by an operator, either at EnerNOC or at the end-user’s
facility. We are not aware of any instance in our region which end-use equipment
currently operates in response to information received passively from ISO-NE. A recent
summary of seven years of experience in California found that automated DR load
shedding programs in commercial buildings resulted on average in reduce peak
demand from 5 to 15% with an average of 13%. Industrial facilities are often able to
shed much higher loads.36
In 2009, FERC Staff released to Congress “A National Assessment of Demand
Response Potential” looking at five and ten year planning horizons. The staff report
found that existing demand response programs will likely reduce peak energy use by 38
GW (4%) over the next ten years, that expanded DR programs could reduce peak use
by 82 GW (9%), that achievable participation would reduce peak use by 138 GW (14%)
and full participation would reduce use by 188 GW (20%).37 To provide a sense of
scale, FERC a 20% reduction would be equal to 2,000, 75 MW peaking power plants.

36

See http://drrc.lbl.gov/pubs/lbnl-3643e.pdf.

37

FERC Staff, A National Assessment Of Demand Response Potential, at x (June
2009), available at http://www.brattle.com/_documents/UploadLibrary/Upload774.pdf.
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The ramp up in DR predicted by the FERC staff report is already well underway. There
are scores of smart grid AMI-DR projects in development in the U.S., as shown on the
DOE’s Smart Grid Information Clearinghouse interactive map of smart grid projects38
and in the EPRI Smart Grid Demonstration Initiative Two Year Update.39 One example
of a completed project in a competitive electricity market is the Demand Response Pilot
Program of the Center for the Commercialization of Electric Technologies (CCET) which
was a collaboration between three Retail Electric Providers (Direct Energy, Reliant
Energy, and TXU Energy), three Transmission and Distribution Service Providers
(American Electric Power, CenterPoint Energy – Houston Electric, and Oncor Electric
Delivery), and demand response-enabling technology providers (Comverge and
Corporate Systems Engineering) that began in early 2007. The pilot included almost
350 households in Dallas and Houston, and use of programmable, communicating
thermostats that remotely controlled air conditioners and, where applicable, pool pumps
and electric water heaters. The pilot verified not only that demand response programs
worked well in a deregulated market and produced anticipated peak energy use
reductions, but also that the economic benefits of demand reduction by individual
ratepayers would produce significant economic savings for all ratepayers. Specifically,
the CCET study concluded that “had a ‘commercial-scale’ demand response program
been in effect during spikes in the price of balancing energy during the summer of 2008,
wholesale prices could have been reduced by over 60% during the period of the spikes
by enabling ERCOT to ‘slide down the bid stack’.”40
Activating similar programs in Maine will require integration with AMI systems (as is
currently planned in the CMP program). By using AMI wireless networks, the
incremental cost of the device(s) necessary to provide end-users with reasonably
complete information about their energy usage and energy market conditions can be
relatively small. Similarly, smart devices that interconnect with the AMI system will be
able to automate energy use for a broader range of customers than is currently
affordable or practicable.
Development of AMI-DR capabilities is creating an entirely new market for third party
energy services, which is currently among the most robust growth areas in the global
electricity sector. A vast range of commercial products and services are currently
available and many more are in the development pipeline. It is our expectation that
establishment of a Smart Grid Coordinator to facilitate and manage access to this
market will generate substantial new activity in Maine, creating both new jobs and
reducing energy costs at existing businesses.
38

See http://www.sgiclearinghouse.org/ProjectMap.

39

See Attachment 8. Additional demand response case studies for numerous
commercial and industrial sectors are available at
http://www.pge.com/mybusiness/energysavingsrebates/demandresponse/cs/.
40

See http://www.electrictechnologycenter.com/dr_project_summary.html.
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Promotion, Installation, and Operation of Smart Grid Technologies and Systems:
The roles of ISO-NE, the T&D utilities, Efficiency Maine, retail suppliers, ESCOs, and
the Smart Grid Coordinator are different with respect to each smart grid technology and
function.
Working from the top, ISO-NE will remain responsible for the BES system, but should
not be involved in any activities related to the non-PTF components of the electric grid.
As now, ISO-NE will remain focused on overall management of the bulk-power system
to ensure that it operates reliably and that wholesale energy markets perform as
intended. Security dispatch and related activities should be limited to those generation
units that are interconnected to the bulk power system or that provide ancillary services
necessary for the operation of the grid. Where distributed generation resources can be
called upon to relieve reliability threats to the bulk power system, ISO-NE should direct
the Smart Grid Coordinator to take the necessary actions in the same or a similar
manner now used to call for Demand Response.
All monitoring devices installed on the electric grid should be owned and operated by
the incumbent electric utility, which should provide real-time access to the information
reported by these devices to the Smart Grid Coordinator. The utility should have
primary responsibility for constructing and maintaining all aspects of the electric grid,
including the entire distribution system. It should notify the smart grid coordinator of its
actions in this capacity. In addition, the utility should have primary responsibility for
planning upgrades or expansions to the grid that involve traditional transmission
components such as poles, wires, transformers, substations, and capacitor banks.
All activities on the customer side of the meter should be undertaken by non-utility third
parties, such as retail suppliers, ESCOs and Efficiency Maine. Utilities, ISO-NE and the
smart grid coordinator can identify opportunities for generation, storage and demand
response and even pinpoint locations and time of use for the most cost-effective
solutions, but, consistent with utility restructuring in Maine, these entities should not be
providers of these services and technologies.
The Smart Grid Coordinator is a new entity that, consistent with the Maine Smart Grid
Policy Act, would be “authorized by the commission [to] manage[] access to smart grid
functions and associated infrastructure, technology and applications within the service
territory of a transmission and distribution utility.” 35-A M.R.S.A § 3143(1)(B). In our
view, this language embodies a number of functions including:
•

Monitoring conditions on all components of the electric grid (generation,
transmission and energy use);
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•

Management and dispatch of smart grid resources (including distributed
generation, storage. and demand response) for reliability purposes;

•

Development of non-transmission alternatives to address grid reliability
requirements while also reducing costs, rates, energy use, and emissions;

•

Implementation of programs designed to facilitate development of new energy
services markets capable of providing smart grid applications; and

•

Management of third party access to the smart grid and smart grid functions.

As part of this mission, the smart grid coordinator should also provide load forecast and
other information to entities such as Efficiency Maine to promote more efficient targeting
of energy conservation and other types of energy investments. Finally, the smart grid
coordinator should provide the Commission with non-transmission alternatives to any
grid reliability needs identified by the utility and included in utility plans.
The smart grid coordinator should not own or have any financial interest in any
distributed generation resources, broadly defined. Instead, it should enter into contracts
with the owners of these resources that permit the smart grid coordinator to control or
manage these resources to ensure grid reliability. These contracts must be designed to
ensure that the control or management of these resources is completely independent of
wholesale energy markets and control or management is permitted only in response to
well-defined and prescribed conditions on the electric grid.

C.
Describe the potential role of a smart grid coordinator in planning,
deploying and/or operating devices to manage, dispatch or control end-use
loads. How would coordination with other system operators, e.g., ISO, be
assured? Identify strengths and weaknesses of having a smart grid coordinator
perform these functions rather than one or more of the entities listed above.
Identify additional costs that would be caused by having these functions
performed by a smart grid coordinator.
In this section, we expand on our prior discussions of the role of the smart grid
coordinator with respect to various functions.
1. Regulation
Pursuant to law, the Smart Grid Coordinator will be a private for-profit corporation that
may operate either as a regulated public utility or as a contractor to the utility under a
contract approved and overseen by the PUC. 35-A M.R.S.A § 3143(5). There can be
only one smart grid coordinator for a utility’s service territory. Id. Based on the
interconnected nature of the electric grid in Maine, the flow of electricity within that grid,
the need to provide benefits and meet smart grid goals statewide, and to capture
economies of scale and eliminate duplication, we believe that it will be most efficient to
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have a single smart grid coordinator for the entire State of Maine. Accordingly, it would
be most appropriate to designate the Maine Smart Grid Coordinator as a separate utility
as authorized by 35-A M.R.S.A §§ 102(13) and 3143(5).
2. Planning
Primary responsibility for transmission and distribution system planning should remain
with ISO-NE and the utilities and should involve identification of system needs and the
development of transmission solutions to meet these needs. Whether this role should
remain vested with ISO-NE or whether it should become a matter for state sovereignty
or whether it should continue to be conducted under the present set of rules, cost
allocation structures and incentives is beyond the scope of this document.
The smart grid coordinator’s role in the planning process should be to identify, evaluate
and recommend non-transmission alternatives to meet the system needs set forth by
ISO-NE and the utilities. We envision the scope of this effort to include distributed
generation resources and coordination with entities such as Efficiency Maine to
incorporate geo-targeted energy conservation and other forms of load response. The
smart grid coordinator would work with the utilities on all needs assessments to ensure
that a non-transmission perspective informs this process. Subsequently, the smart gird
coordinator would submit its Non-Transmission Alternative(s) to the PUC in conjunction
with (or in response to) each transmission solution brought to the PUC by the utility
where NTAs are feasible.41 The PUC would then evaluate all options and direct the
utility and/or the smart grid operator to proceed with the optimal solution.
3. Distributed Generation Resources
Consistent with Maine’s Restructuring Act and the fundamental principal that any entity
that exercises control over the electric grid should not be permitted to own or have a
financial stake in any resources that would be subject to that entity’s control, the smart
grid coordinator should come under the same restrictions as Maine’s electric utilities.
All resources that are to be controlled or managed by the smart grid operator should be
owned by third-parties (with no affiliations to the utility or the smart grid coordinator).
The smart grid coordinator should exercise control or management of these resources
only through a contract enabling it to do so.
In all cases, active control of these resources is preferred to passive management to
ensure that these resources perform when needed and as provided for in their
underlying contracts. In addition, all contracts between the smart grid coordinator and
distributed generation resources should be competitively bid through an open RFP
41

There may need to be new legislation that broadens the scope of review of the PUC
to include components of the distribution system that currently do not come before the
PUC for CPCN approval.
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process. The amount, type, locations and pricing for these resources will follow from
PUC decisions in the planning process described above.
4. Monitoring Grid Conditions
The smart grid coordinator will establish a network operations center that will receive
and process all information collected by the utility from the grid monitoring devices
installed on every circuit on the grid. The smart grid coordinator will not assume any
functions related to the maintenance of the electric grid itself. These functions will
remain with the utility, which will inform the smart grid coordinator as to maintenance
schedules and other relevant activities.
The smart grid coordinator will monitor the information received against a set of critical
operating parameters for each circuit and related piece of equipment on the electric
grid. As one or more of these parameters begin to approach their critical levels, the
smart grid coordinator will coordinate with the MLCC and ISO-NE to dispatch distributed
generating resources to ensure that conditions on such circuit(s) remain below critical
levels. This will be done through a set of operating procedures and in accordance with
obligations imposed on distributed generation resources under their contracts with the
smart grid operator.
5. Responding to Grid Conditions - Security Dispatch
The smart grid coordinator should only engage in the dispatch of distributed generating
resources in response to an imminent security threat to the reliability of the electric grid.
(See additional discussion of this matter under Wholesale Energy Markets below.)
Such threats should be specifically detailed in operating procedures and should relate
directly to conditions on individual circuits or other components of the grid. A response
may involve posturing certain generating resources to improve response time, but even
this activity should be detailed in its operating procedures.
ISO-NE and the utility will be notified at the time the smart grid coordinator initiates any
dispatch actions. This will enable these entities to factor the impact of reduced power
flows over certain grid components and into the region(s) targeted by the smart grid
coordinator into their own actions to ensure grid reliability.
On the flip side, the smart grid coordinator will be available to respond to requests for
load reductions by ISO-NE or the utility to ensure grid reliability. We expect that ISONE will look first to those resources it has participating in one or more of its generation
and demand response programs and work directly with generators and demand
response providers under these programs. However, there may be emergencies in
which additional resources are required that are “out of the market” and therefore
unavailable to ISO-NE under normal conditions. The smart grid operator would be
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available to respond if called upon.42 Such response can be automated to the degree
desired by ISO-NE and/or the utilities.

6. Financial Settlements
The smart gird coordinator will be responsible for managing all financial settlements
between itself and distributed generation resources under contract. This will involve the
receipt of revenues from the utility, either through a contract with the smart grid
coordinator or through a tariff approved by the PUC and levied on electricity usage. The
smart grid coordinator will not be responsible for the compensation to the distributed
generation for energy, capacity, RECs, or any other attributes delivered into the
wholesale market.
7. Wholesale Energy Markets
The smart grid coordinator should be prohibited from acting in any manner that will have
a direct impact on one or more wholesale energy markets. Specifically, the smart grid
operator should not dispatch distributed generation resources in response to market
prices. Such resources can only be dispatched in response to well-defined and
prescribed conditions on the electric grid related to grid reliability. This will ensure that
any actions taken by the smart grid coordinator will have minimal and only secondary
impacts on energy markets, thereby preserving to the maximum extent possible the
efficiency attributed of these markets.
8. Program Design and Implementation
The smart grid coordinator will procure distributed generation resources through
implementation of specific programs approved by the PUC. We expect these programs
to be location and resource specific (e.g., 10 MW of generation or load response
located within Waldo County capable of being placed under the direct control of the
smart grid coordinator and able to respond within 5 minutes) and, as stressed
elsewhere in this document, to be owned and maintained by third-parties.
42

We expect that this would occur only in the direst of emergencies, since it requires
ISO-NE to act outside of the markets it operates. This raises the issue as to whether or
not the smart grid coordinator should be a market participant and bid any resources that
it has available into forward capacity markets. We believe that it should not in order to
preserve the independence between the grid reliability function and the operations of
wholesale markets. Any distributed generation resource that wishes to participate in
ISO-NE sponsored programs can do so through a market participant. Such
participation should not have any impact on whether the resource can be used by the
smart grid operator to address localized grid reliability conditions.
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In addition, the smart grid coordinator will coordinate its efforts with Efficiency Maine to
enable Efficiency Maine to design and implement programs that target energy efficiency
to those locations identified as having a grid reliability need. The smart grid coordinator
will incorporate the results of such programs into any RFPs it issues to procure
distributed generation resources.
9. Public Education
One of the important functions the smart grid coordinator will play in the early
development of the smart electric grid is that of educating the public about the value of a
smart electric grid and about how to utilize the capabilities of the smart electric grid to
lower electricity costs. In addition, the smart grid coordinator will provide useful
information about operating conditions on the electric grid (subject to privacy and
security protections) to third-parties that will enable these entities to design better
products and target their products more effectively.
The smart grid coordinator can serve as a trusted source of information to end-users
about the value of technologies, load shifting equipment or strategies or conservation,
more generally.
It can design and implement or simply support third-party
demonstration projects to encourage more efficient use of electricity, such as icebanking or thermal storage. It can serve as a single point of contact or information
about energy market conditions in a way that will facilitate the use of this information by
end-users.
The smart grid coordinator should not engage in the evaluation or review of specific
products in the marketplace. Rather, it should remain product and supplier neutral,
much in the same way that Maine’s utilities are required to operate with respect to
energy suppliers. This does not mean that the smart grid operator cannot provide
generic information such as price forecasts, overall energy demand, distribution circuit
overloads and cost savings energy strategies to end-users to effect the geo-targeting of
such resources.

Identify strengths and weaknesses of having a smart grid coordinator perform
these functions rather than one or more of the entities listed above. Identify
additional costs that would be caused by having these functions performed by a
smart grid coordinator.
We do not believe that the utility is well-suited to perform the functions described above
for the smart grid coordinator. First, the utility has an inherent and unavoidable conflict
with respect to its preferences for transmission solutions rather than non-transmission
solutions to grid reliability needs. In this respect there is a strong similarity to the
conflict between the profitability of additional throughput over the electric grid and
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energy conservation. Maine resolved this conflict by establishing Efficiency Maine. We
believe that a similar resolution is appropriate with respect to the smart electric grid, and
believe that a smart grid coordinator is the best way to ensure this result.
While it is certainly true that ISO-NE could serve as a smart grid coordinator, we do not
believe that it has the capacity or the interest in managing grid reliability within subregions of New England’s electric grid. While ISO-NE does not have the same conflict
of interest as the T&D utility, it still has a conflict. ISO-NE is charged with maintaining
grid reliability and is rewarded for doing so. It has little or no incentive for cost
reduction. Such a structure places a bias in favor of the costly transmission systems
that run on autopilot over a smart grid that must be actively managed. Further, we
believe that Maine’s ability to preserve some degree of sovereignty over the non-PTF
components of the electric grid would cease were ISO-NE charged with developing and
implementing those elements of the smart electric grid discussed above. As Maine has
seen on matters related to resource adequacy and transmission policy, the
consequences of loss of sovereignty can be very significant and detrimental.
There are additional costs associated with developing, implementing, operating and
coordinating a smart electric grid. These costs, however, are not incremental with
respect to having the smart grid functions performed by a smart grid coordinator rather
than the utility or ISO-NE. As noted above, virtually all of the equipment related to the
smart electric grid – advanced meters, customer devices, communication and interface
systems, circuit monitors, network operations center – represent new costs to the
electric grid and are common to whichever entity performs the smart grid coordinator
functions.
Accordingly, there are no incremental costs associated with the
establishment of a smart grid coordinator to perform these functions.
One possible exception to this general conclusion may be with respect to the network
operations center. Both ISO-NE and CMP currently staff operations centers on a 24x7
basis. There may be some administrative savings that could be achieved by utilizing
the CMP operations center to support the smart grid coordinator during the third shift or
as an offsite back-up in the event of an outage at the primary network operations center;
Ultimately it may be possible for the smart grid coordinator control center and utility
operations centers to provide some level of mutual back-up.
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